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The Rollins Sandspur, Florida's 
oldest college newspaper, was 
established In 1894. with the following 
editorial: 
"Unassuming yet mighty, sharp and 
pointed, well rounded yet many sid-
ed, assldibusty tenacious, yet as gritty 
and tenacious as Its name Implies, 
victorious In single combat and 
therefore wlth~ut peer, wonderfully 
attractive and extensive In circula-
tion, all these will be forced upon in-
vestigation to be among the extraor-
dinary qualities of the Sandspur." 
The Rollins Sandspur Is a publica-
tion produced by the students of 
Rollins College. Sandspur offices are 
located In the Student Center, Rollins 
College. The Rollins Sandspur Is pro-
duced at the Type People, 722 w. 
Smith St., Orlando, FL. and printed at 
the Oviedo Outl09_~. Oviedo, FL 
In an efforflo establish a continuing 
dialogue within the Rollins communi-
ty, the Rollins Sandspur promotes 
discussion lndlgenlous to the 
scholastic environment. Therefore this 
paper encourages students to voice 
their opinions or concerns on perti-
nent Issues In the form of letters to the 
editor. 
Letters will be printed on a space-
available basis. All letters must be 
received by the Monday before the 
paper appears. All letters should be 
addressed: Editor, Rollins Sandspur, 
Box 2742, Rollins College. 
NEXT ISSUE: Oct. 2 (Maybe) 
On Tap 
Well, it's the beginning of a new school year which 
always proves to _be an exciting event. Perhaps 
even more exciting is this year's freshman book. 
This year's freshmen class brings ·with it some new 
vocabulary words that the upper-classmen are 
scrambling to understand. When I was a freshman, 
the big word on campus was "psyched". Thjs year, 
· the list has grown to "rad", presumably short for 
radical, -"beat", meaning dead or "not-happening," 
( an example could be, " Hey man, this party is really 
beat,"), and the last word that the freshamn class 
brings to Rollins is "bogus:" I'm still trying to figure 
that on·e out. Whatever happened to spiff, swell and 
nifty? 
v' v' v' 
While on the SL!bject of black students, I can't help 
but notice that the large majority of them seem to 
be grouped together in Re?( Beach. What's even 
more suprising is that it was an administrative deci-
sion to group most of the black students into the 
same house. This reminds me of the segregationist 
tactics of the 1950's and it seems to be the anti-
thesis of a progressive, liberal arts experience. 
-Already, I can _here the words "Rex Ghetto" floating 
around campus. I. can only hope that the ad-
ministration will work to alleviate this· problem before 
. the two races are -forced even farther apart. 
v'v'v' , 
This year's fres.hmen class brings with it .some new 
vocabulary words that the upper-classmen are 
sca~bling to understand. When I was a freshman, 
the big word on campus was ''psyched". This year, 
th~ list has grown to "rad", presumably short for 
radical, "beat", meaning deaq or "not-happening, 
( an example could be, " Hey man, this party is really 
beat,"), and the last word that the freshamn class 
brings to class is "bogt,Js." I'm still frying to figure that 
one out. Whatever happened to' spiff, swell and 
nifty? 
v' v' v' 
Getting back to the freshman book, I noticed that 
-there was a section where the freshmen could list · 
- their favorite ·activities and hobbies. This reminds me 
of the cliche that goes, "Hey, I'm Fred, the 
Cancerian from New Jersey, I'm into Chawuawuas 
and Chinese Noodles.'' ·1t seems that most eveyone's 
fdv~rite hobby in this years freshman book is people. 
What I want to know is, how do you go about this 
people hobby? I mean, I can understand what you 
de>' when you're into fishing, you hook up a line and 
· you c~st it into the water. But 90% of the freshmen 
listed people as their favorite hobby. How do you go 
about partaking in this people hobby? Are there 
specific rules or objectives? 
Th_ere was one girl who had some unique hobbies · 
listed; they were chess and math. I could just im- -
agine what it would be like spending an evening 
with her. · 
v' v' v' 
Last, but not least, Rollins College has finally made 
the big time. For years, we have been striving to be 
recognized as the "Harvard of the south." Well, it 
looks like we finally made it. Rollins was recently 
listed in a National Publication. All of the big boys 
were there: Harvard, Yale, Penn. And which column 
was Rollins listed under; most academically sound, 
perhaps? No, not yet. For this year, Rollins had to set-
tle for "least political." .Thanks, Rolling Stone. The only 
thing that I want to know is, how did you guys 
know? 
v' v' v' 
Welcome back, everyone, and welcome class of 
1988. 
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Fonner soccer 
coach reveals why 
he was fired 
Last year's soccer coach, 
Mark Dillion, was relieved from 
his position during the early 
part of the summer. While the 
Rollins administration has 
refused to make public the 
reasoning behind Dillion's 
dismissal, saying that it is too 
personal and confidential for 
general consumption, Dillion 
agreed to discuss the official 
reasons that the administration 
gave to him for his dismissal. 
Dillion said that the admin-
istration fired him because of a 
falsified resume, insubordin-
ation and illegal recruiting prac-
tices. According to Dillon, his 
resume specified that he had an 
avid interest and knowledge in 
sports medicine. Dillon claims, 
however, that the administra-
tion mistakenly assumed that 
he had minored in sports medi-
cine; therefore, they deemed it 
necessary to fire him for resume 
falsification. Dillion denies that 
he purposely seduced the ad-
ministration into thinking that 
he had minored in sports 
medicine. He did say that he 
studied sports medicine exten-
sively in college and he con-
sidered himself somewhat of an 
authority on the subject. 
In defense of this "illegal 
recruiting" charge, Dillon 
claims that Athletic Director 
Gordie Howell ref used to coop- · 
erate with him in bringing top 
quality players to Rollins. Dillon 
said that he had several top-
notch players brought down at a 
great expense, but Howell re-
fused to sign the scholarship 
slips. Dr. DeNicola explained 
that bef9re scholarship letters 
can be sent out, both the 
Athletic Director and the Finan-
cial Aid Director have to ap-
prove the scholarship. Because 
Dillon sent the scholarship let-
ters out to the players before 
receiving proper approval, De 
Nicola said· that Dillion was in 
violation of the NCAA recruiting 
rules. ' 
Dillon is now an assistant 
coach at the University of San 
Franslco. While he does not get 
paid as much as he did here at 
Rollins, he feels that It is a good 
job anc;f, most importantly, there 
is room for advancement. 
Gordie Howell 
denies that Dillon 
was "fired" 
Jay Werba 
The following interview, 
which has been edited, was 
conducted with Rollins Athletic 
Director Gordie Howell. It is be-
ing published so that the 
Rollins community may better 
understand why the administra-
tion chose to relieve Soccer 
Coach Mark Dillon from his 
position. 
SS: I'm concerned about the 
Mark Dillion situation right 
off .... 
Howell: Why, we had several 
coaching changes, why par-
ticularly Mark Dillon? 
SS: Because he was fired and!-
Howell: Well now, let's just cor-
rect that. His non-appointment 
was renegotiated, that's con-
siderably different, isn't it? 
SS: His what? 
Howell: His non-reappointment 
was renegotiated. 
SS: Which means what? 
Howell: Which means that there 
were circumstances that were 
"close and personal" that made 
him need to find a position in 
another environment. 
SS: What's the difference bet-
ween non-reappointment and 
being fired? - · 
Howell: Umm. . . Technically, 
the fact that you're not here, 
umm, there's some similarities. 
But, circumstances that nobody 
could control occurred after 
he'd been appointed; therefore, 
, his reappointment was renegot-
iated. 
SS: His reappointment was 
renegotiated which means that 
he was not reappointed. 
Howell: That's right, yeah ... 
It's a play on words. 
SS: Forgive me if I'm wrong, but 
it just seems to me that fired 
would be alot easier. 
Howell: I think you have to say 
something ... ah ... th~t does 
not reflect on, uh, on the 
causes, because those are per-
sonal and confidential. 
SS: I've heard that some of the 
players were unhappy and, at 
one stage, were even consider-
ing boycoJting practice. 
Howell: Oh, that's ridiculous. 
They're training right not, the 
whole team is here, doing very 
well and they're very _happy. 
They're just having a marvelous 
pre-season, so don't base your 
statements on rumors. 
Mike Garvanian, co-captain 
the soccer team, said that the 
players were extremely upset 
that Dillon had been fired. 
At one point, he said that 
some of the players were 
thinking about boycotting 
practice but they decided 
against it because they did 
not want to jeopardize their 
chances this season. 
Garvanian added that players 
never can choose who is 
going to coach him, so he 
felt that it would have been 
useless for the team to boy-
cott practice. 
SS. If a person's contract is not 
negotiated-
Howell: Re-negotiated. 
SS: Re-negotiation of his non-
appointment 
Howell: reappointment 
SS:OK 
Howell: Now you've got it 
straight. 
SS: Well anyway, the tape 
does. . . Isn't there an oppor-
tunity for Mark to appeal his 
case. 
Howell: Sure. 
SS: It ~~s my understanding 
that he went ahead and tried to 
appeal this, yet in the mean- . 
time, you had hired a new soc-
cer coach. Wouldn't that make 
it very difficult for him to appeal 
the situation? 
Howell: You'll have to review 
those .. ·. uh. . . you're basing 
alot on what you've heard and · 
rumor and much of what you're 
saying is not fact, so I would 
suggest that you review that 
with personel. 
In a telephone interview with 
Coach Mark Dillon, he ex-
plained that it was almost 
futile to try and appeal his 
case because Howell had 
hired a replacement before 
his appeal was to be heard. 
Dr. Dan DeNicola explained 
that the new coach had to be 
hired almost immediately 
after Dillon's dismissal _so 
that the players would have 
a coach when they moved 
. back ori campus. 
SS: Coach Dillon expressed 
concern that some key ad-
ministrators were out of town 
when he was fired, making it 
even more difficult to appeal. 
Howell: Oh no, no, no- that's not 
true. No. Mr., uh, Dr. DeNicola 
was available to, uh, I think you 
need to ask Mr., uh, Dan 
DeNicola about that. He was 
available to every constituancy 
during the process. . . totally 
available. Everybody was gone 
at some -point in the summer. 
Mark himself was gone for three 
weeks. 
Dr. DeNicola said that it was 
unfortunate that he was over-
seas in Australia when Mark 
Dillon was released. He did 
not return to Rollins for 
several weeks. When he 
arrived back on campus at 
the end of the summer, 
Dillon was gone and a new 
replacement had been hired. 
Mark DIiion said that he 
was in California on his 
own time and money attend-
ing soccer clinics to better 
improve his coaching skills 
when Howell called and told 
him that he had been re-
leased. 
SS: What concerns me is the 
timing of Coach Dillon's dis-
missal. Since he was dismissed 
in June, wouldn't it make it dif-
ficult for him to go out and get 
another job. 
Howell: Well, I believe you'll 
have to speak to Mr. Dillon 
about the timing. It was his 
choice, not ours. It might inter-
est you to know that there were 
five colleges looking for 
coaches that we· gave to Mark 
to help him out. We've been 
very, very humane. 
Mark Dillon felt that Howell 
was very careful in 
orchestrating exactly how he 
would fire Dillon. He 
pointed out that Howell 
waited for just the right 
opportunity when certain 
key people were out of town 
before he made his move. 
Dillon said that it was 
carefully calculated and 
carried out; however, he 
made no mention of it 
being "very, very humane." 
Former Residental 
Life Coordinators 
accuse 
Dean Watkins 
by Jay Werba 
Last years Residential Life 
Coordinators, Jim McConnel 
and Elena Silverstein-Starson, 
resigned from their positions 
and are now working at South 
Florida and Villa Nova respec-
tively. While both were offered 
better jobs, the two agreed that 
the problems here at Rollins in-
itially spurred them into going 
out and searching for employ-
ment alternatives. 
Mcconnel provided two rea-
sons for why he chose to leave 
Rollins and pursue a career 
elsewhere. The first was that he 
was offered a job at South 
Florida where he would be mak-
ing a fifty percent increase in 
salary while being a·ble to work 
on his Ph.D. with a complete tui-
tion remission. The second 
reason that he offered as to why 
he left Rollins is because he ·felt 
that the administration here 
does not understand the stu-
dent services department. He 
explained that While some 
students prioritize academics, 
_ others don't; therefore, Jim felt 
that it was necessary to treat 
the students as consumers and 
offer them the best student ac-
tivities -available. Jim did not 
think that the ·administration 
was fully sympathetic to the· 
area of residential life. 
Another reason why Jim and 
Elena resigned is because of 
what they both described as an-
tagonistic working relations 
with the dean of the colleger Dr. 
Bari Watkins. · Jim explained 
-that Watkins had a manner 
about her that just didn't seem 
appropriate in an academic set-
ting. He thought that the dean, 
being a Ph.D. should have more 
mastery over the use of her 
language and adiectives. "I've 
seen construction workers talk 
like· this, but it's just not ap-
propriate for the dean of the col-
lege," he said. 
Jim divided his time spent 
working at Rollins into two sec-
tions: his first year here · in 
'82-'83 and last year. "My first 
year at Rollins was euphoric," 
he said. "The administration 
was very supportive and they let 
you know when you were doing 
a good job. Th is past year, work-
ing under the new dean, it was 
more like 'go out and do what 
you're supposed to do', there 
was no positive affirmatior.i at 
all." 
bothered me the most. I'm a low 
key person and I want people to 
tell me when they have pro-
blems before they explode at 
me." Jim went on to say that the 
school was lucky to have lost 
only lower-echelon ad-
ministrators this year. 
Elena Silverstein-Starson 
said that she began looking for 
another job in February 
because she was going home 
upset every night. "I just got 
really sick of all the cursing and 
yelling," she said. She explain-
ed that the morale of the staff 
was very low because they were 
not being supported. "Ever)' 
Tuesday_ we'd have Residential 
Life meetings and Bari would 
scream a· d r,urse at one of the 
staff rTi.;mhr~- :,. ~ /; \";_,~ - ~ 
everyone e;.;..~ · 
Because Jirn an·' ::Jena c:d 
not have thr--1,· :-: .. u·s, Elena felt 
. that · they were not viewed as 
worthwhile .. Because of this, 
she said that the two of them 
were forced to do a lot of busy 
work. While explaining that she 
did not mind the busy work, she 
expressed a real desire to be ap-1 
preciated. "There was no 
positive affirmation at all.When 
you were in trouble, you heard,: 
when ·you did a good job, you. 
never heard anything. 
Elena· was also dismayed by 
the way the search for a new 
residential life coordinator was 
conducted. "The are·a coor-
dinator search was not properly 
carried out," she said. "They 
just found a convenient person 
to do the job. How can you ex-
pect a person to just walk right 
into a job, and now it's just been 
covered over in the end." 
Elena stressed that she was 
becoming too miserable to be 
effective with the students. 
"There are good people working 
at Rollins," she said, "it's just a 
shame that one person has· to 
ruin it all." 
Dean Watkins said that the 
Area Coordinator positions that 
Jim and Elena held were entry 
level positions and they felt that 
the two needed room for ad-
vancement in larger institu-
tions. Watkins did saythat she 
would miss their enthusiasm 
and energy. When asked if there 
were any problems between 
herself and Jim and Elena, she 
said that there were times when 
the group had to sit down and 
talk seriuosly to understand 
slightly different approaches to 
student life. She went on to say 
that she learned from them 
both. "Mmm", she said, "nice 
people. Upward and onward for 
them both." 
He went on to say that the 
dean was for too emotional to 
operate effectively as a super-
visor. "The emotional outbreaks 
were the th,ing tbat really. 
I 'I . - . ' 11,. r • •1 
New Associate Dean appointed 
By Beth Long 
Dr. Allan Eller, the new 
associate dean, comes to 
Rollins from the State Universi-
ty of New York at Binghamton 
where he did his doctorial work 
and also devoted twelve years 
of his career. He strongly sup-
ports the Rerceptions of student 
governments, the entire greek 
system, individual student 
groups, and special interest 
housing. Along with many othe'r 
members of the faculty, ad-
ministration and students, he 
feels that the alcohol aware-
ness· issues need to be streng-
thened. He doesn't want to act 
as a police force, but will if the 
need arises. Responsible use of 
-alcohol for all drinkers is what 
he encourages. 
finity for a liberal arts educa-
tion. For him, a liberal arts. 
education has two aspects. The 
.first being.that it trains students 
for living in this world. This type 
of education gives one many 
, "tools", such as analytical 
thought, keeping an open mind, 
how to relate past issues when 
solving dilemma's, and the art 
of making intelligent' decisions. 
"These tools are essential in 
choosing the · quality of ones 
life," he said. The second 
aspect that she mentions i$ that 
- a liberal arts education ·sets a 
background for basicatly a.ny 
type of employment._ He explain-
ed that nearly all professiqns, 
whether medical, legal, nuclear 
physist or even a repairman, all 
have origins in a liberal arts 
education. · 
Along with his other· duties, 
he wHI be actively collaborating 
as a consultative . force with . 
Dean Bari Watkins. "One needs 
Being here at Rollins makes 
it all the more worthwhile for 
an experience of understanding him. It is asthetically pleasing 
. the academic enterprise, a good for him to be in this environ-
memory of what .it is like to be a . · ment with what he calls an ex-
student and empathy relating to cellent faculty and administra-
students problems, to be an tion and bright students from 
asset in this profession," he · such diverse areas. As he glanc-
said. But most of all, one needs . ·ed out of his office window and 
to have what he refers to as a looked at the sun and palms he 
"fondness for education.'•' smiled and saia "Rollins Col-
Dr. Eller does possess all of lege ·is a great place to live and 
these qualifications, but he learn." · 
.. prides himself r .1ost on his· af-
. . 
Two minors equal one major advance 
By Jeff Johnson 
Chemistry 
innovation 
introduced 
By Ginny WIiiiams 
There are many differences 
between being a freshman in 
college and a freshman in high 
school, the least of which is 
four years. High school fresh-, 
men are simply there; · they 
aren't matriculated, applauded, 
or even introduced. As a high 
school freshman, · one may at-
tend class without actually be-
ing completely there, and the 
subject may be taught, but not 
learned. The Chemistry depart-
ment at RolUns is determined to 
give students enrolled in the . 
·cH120-1'21 sequence a change · 
, to approach learning on a more • 
personal level than the podium-
to-notebook (but not necessarily 
notebook-to-mind) method; · it is 
known as PSI, or Personalized 
System of Instruction. 
PSI was developed by ·psy-
chologist Fred Keller as an al-
ternative to the lecture method 
of teaching. It was derived from 
learning reinforcement theory 
and was developed to promote 
"desired learning· behavior." It 
att empt s to change· the 
student's role in the learn ing 
process from passive to active. 
Instead of ·simply receiving the 
information as tl:le ins_tructor 
chooses to present .it, ttJe stu-
dent is given a series of objec-
tives, a set of problems, a sec-
tion to read, a healthy dose of 
encouragement, and the re-
sponsibility to figure out just 
how he's supposed to learn the 
material. 
New . this fall at Rollins are mand from theatre students for This allows for a great deal of 
the additions of both a classics a dance minor have resulted iri freedom, and after sorting 
and a dance minor. Both signify the addition of a Dance minor at through all the information, the 
a· step further towards cultural Rollins. This -new extension of student may pace himself at the 
extension. Classics is a comple- the fine arts is headed by Bob rate he feels most comfortable 
tlon of the liberal arts ideology Sherry, a dynamo with' a B.S. with, but within ,certain limits. 
and Dance expands the capac- . from Indiana University and an He may not proceed to the next 
ity of Theatre Arts and Music. , M:F.A. from S.M.U. tie's per- level until he has shown, 
Heading the new departments formed at the Lincoln Centre in through his performance on a 
are John Health of classics and N.Y. and the MGM Grand in Las quiz, that he has indeed learned 
Bob Sh.erry of dance. Vegas and with such celebrities the concepts presented •in the · 
Classics, being the origins of as Mickey Rooney, Ruby Keeler, preceeding level. This method 
Western society, are necessary Joel Grey, and Alexis .Smith._ of learning necessitates organi-
to fully adhere to the concep- Says Bob of the new program: zation, motivation, and d~term-
tion of riberal arts. The studies "Right now our main focus is ination, and the student re-
of ancient Greek and Roman the theatre majors, people work- ceives better instruction and re- · 
civilizations, languages, and ing on degrees; but we hope . tains more information. Dr. Eng-
literatures looks to further the eventually to include mqre of Wilmot has found that between 
uhderstanding of our society to- the school." himself, Dr. Hellwege, and 
day. John Heath, chosen from Professor Sherry suggests several tutors, the student has 
out of 200 applicants, notes that that those interested in Dance access to two to three times the 
30 years ago (when Rollins was without prior experience enroll instruction of the lecture meth-
the so-called Harvard of the in Jazz or Tap as "results come od, and that there has been ap-
South), we did have a Classics faster." Also included in the pro- proximately a 10% increase in 
department. One of the classes gram are Modern dance . and the students' grades when 
in classic literature this fall will Ballet (taught by Dr. Ruth Me- taught by the PSI method. He 
be "Love at Rome", a study of savage). ,People wishing to believes that this is also due to 
Roman poetry in translation. know more about the Dance the fact that this method of in-
Next spring, Dr. Heath plans to minor at Rollins should feel free struction helps the student to 
offer "Mythology", a study of to contact Bob Sherry at the develop better study habits, a_nd 
classical myths. Also currently Theatre Dept. (ext. 2501) to dis- exposes him to more chemistry 
available in classics study are cuss further their interest. Also than the lecture course. 
Greek, Latin, and -Hebrew those with prior tap dancing ex- Although this course does 
(taught by newly added Dr. perience should consider audit- contain some lecture and dem-
Posner). ioning for ART's first production onstration, and therefore Is ac-
A need on the part of the A Day in Hollywood/A Night in tually a modified version of 
theatre department for increas- the Ukraine (Sept. 11 & 12 @ Keller's PSI method, it follows 
ed stage movement and de- · · 7:30pm). 
his ideas closely enough to 
realize that, for the seriously in-
terested student, this course 
has definite advantages. For the 
less dedicated student, it may 
prove more difficult- and even 
downright discouraging _as he 
.tries to advance. It should at 
least provide a . refreshing 
change_ from the lecture method 
used in most high schools, and 
will hopefully prove to be 
challenging and interesting to 
the students, as well as reward-
ing for the teachers and tutors. 
New Residential Life 
Coordinator hired 
By Susan WIiiiams 
Former directors of Residen-
tial Life Elena Sil'verstein-
Starson and · Jim McConnell 
have been replaced · by Terry 
Young and Pat Leonard this 
year. Terry Young, who worked 
in the Registrar's office last 
year, has taken· over the head 
position and Pat Leonard is 
working under her. Pat ~s a 
newcomer to the Rollins faculty. 
Both women have diversified 
b_ackgrounds which combined 
should hopefully form an effec-
t ive Residential Life team. 
Terry Young graduated from 
Rollins in 1981 and she received 
her M.A. at George Washington 
University. Her studies were in 
Russian and East European 
Studies. Terry had many jobs at 
the Registrar's office including 
assistant to the Dean of Facul-
ty, dealing with overseas pro-
grams, advising internatjonal 
students, and advising the Pan-
hellic board. 
Pat Leon~rd received her B.A. 
at St. Mary's College, which is 
located in Minnesota. Through-
out her high school and college 
. years, she was very involved 
with student activities. , During 
her time at St. Mary's, she held 
many offices, including a year 
of being a resident aide. She 
received a Masters in Unviersity 
Administration and Student Af-
fairs at Michigan State Universi~ 
ty. During this period, she spent 
a year in student activities and 
programming in the student 
union activities. · 
The change of personnel in 
the Residential Life 9ffice also 
brings changes to the system. 
Last year, Jim Mcconnel and 
Elena Silverstein-Starson split 
the campus residential respon-
sibilities in half. Now, Terry and 
Pat combine all of the campus 
responsibilities. Terry is the 
coordinator and she will be 
dealing with several aspects_ of 
the college including adminis-
trative problems, budgeting the 
maintenance, department, help-
ing Dean Watkins, serving as 
Staff Consultant to Panhellic, 
(replacing Wanda Russell) ad-
vising International students, 
and acting as a staff consultant 
to the Publications Union; but 
5 
Terry's major role consists of 
acting as a liaison between the 
faculty and students. She would 
like to see more interaction 
_among the professors and stu-
dents outside of the classroom. 
On the other hand; ·Pat's title Is 
area coordinator. She will work 
closely with head residents and 
resident aides. She will also 
deal with programming, disci-
plining in dorms and recre-
ational activities. However, she 
will not be in charge of intra-
murals as her predecessor Jim 
M_cConnel was. lntramurals are 
now being handled by the new 
soccer coach, Hugh Beasley. In 
addition, Pat will advize Sue 
Toth.concerning activities in the 
student center. 
Basically, Terry and Pat want 
to increase programs and facul-
ty involvement oustide of 
.classes. More emphasis will be 
placed on alcohol education, 
news leadership t raining and 
improving the quality of dorms. 
It may seem strange that the 
administration put two people 
with such different back-
grounds together, but the ad-
m in istration maintains that 
there is a reasoning behind the 
idea. · 
Because Terry has worked 
with the Registrar and ad-
min istfat ion, she is quite 
familiar. with rules and school 
policies. She will be the link be-
tween Faculty and st,udents. 
Pat is qualif ied in deal ing with 
students and campus activit ies. 
Combined, the administration 
feels that these two people 
should prove to be very effective 
in the upcoming school year. 
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Off ice of Personal Counseling is moved 
This past summer, the Finan-
cial Aid ·office moved down-
stairs into the- office formerly 
held by the Dean of the College 
while the Deans office moved 
upstairs to fill the space left by 
the Financial Aid Office. Dean 
Watkins, who was responsible 
for the office shuffling, said that" 
the move was meant to improve 
the communication between 
the Deans Off ice and the 
Residential Life Office. In the 
past, the Residential Life Office 
shared the top floor with µ,e 
Financial Aid Office. Dean 
Watkins explained that the two 
offices had absolutely no inter-
office projects. Because the 
new associate dean, Dr. Allen 
Eller, will be supervising the 
Area Coordinators, Watkins felt 
it would be optimum to put the 
two offices next to each other. 
to the DuBois Center where 
there is more room. 
However, in so doing, Per-
sonal Counselor Dr. Judy Pro-
vost was left without an off ice. 
Because of this, Watkins decid-
ed to move Provost's office into 
the DuBois Center located on 
Fairbanks Ave. past Holt Hall 
and AOC House. The Dean ex-
plained that the college hired 
two additional counselors 
besides Provost. She felt that 
they could not share the same 
office, so she moved them down 
The Dean agrees that the 
situation at present is "less 
than optimal" and she express-
ed a desire to move the Per-
sonal Counselors back on cam-
pus next year. She went on to 
say that she would like to see 
the DuBois Cent.er converted in-
to housing next year. 
Dr. Judy Provost felt that 
there could have been a way to 
solve the shortage of space on 
campus for the Personal Coun-
selors, but she said it was not a 
decision that she was a part of. 
Judy highlighted the different 
priorities held by herself and the 
Dean by saying that the Dean is 
not a counselor and therefore, 
she said that it was not the 
Deans priority to. keep the 
counselors on campus. She ex-
pressed a concern that, be-
cause the walk was so far for 
the students, they would only 
come to see he·r in cases- of ex-
treme emergency, whereas 
when on campus,· she said that 
the students came in any time. 
Judy did say that she was hap- · 
py Dean Watkins was showing 
a desire to move the counselors 
back on campus and she was 
hopeful that the move would be 
made next year. 
Personal Counseling Center caters to· . 
any need · 
By Lauren B. Nagel 
Although the Rollins' Per-
sonal Counselors have been 
moved far down Fairbanks; the 
staff hopes that not only major 
dilemmas will bring students to 
the personal counseling center 
now located in the Dubois 
Health Building on the eastern 
border of campus. Previously in 
the center of Rollins activity, Dr. 
Judy Provost and her staff work-
ed closely .with career place-
ment and Sister Kate. Although 
now affiliated with a medical in-
stitution, the personal counsel-
ing center plans to remain de• 
velopmental and not stress 
analysis in its assistance to 
individuals in the Rollins com-
munity. 
Judy Provost, Norman Jones 
and Prof. Jim McCarthy expect 
students to . choose which 
counselor suits his/her needs 
best and will provide various 
levels of information and 
assistance according to the 
maturity and situation of each 
individual. To enter into 
counseling or even seek sanc-
tuary or a conversation, a stu-
dent must trust and confide in 
his/her chosen counselor. As 
visits continue, this attitude 
becomes reciprocal and a sta-
ble and long-lasting confidence 
may be established. 
A variety of issues that ~ffect 
large . percentages of the stu-
dent population are often the 
topics of _private-or group/issue 
related sessions with the 
counseling staff. Dr. Provost 
has expanding interests in the 
area of eating disorders and 
believes that many students' 
eating habits fluctuate or con-
tain deficiencies. Many poor 
.eating -habits may stem from 
self-image distortions or erratic 
lifestyles. Although staff 
members do not lean towards 
specialization, thirty to forty 
percent of Dr. Provost's ses-
sions are with couples and 
·students that wish to discuss 
emotional, sexual or other 
social situations. 
Norman Jones comes to Rol-
lins this year with a strong back-
ground in family and relation-
ship counseling, interacting 
with veterans of the Viet Nam 
War and those close to veter-
ans. Norman adds dimension to 
the already pervasive and con-
cerned personality that defines 
the counseling center. 
As the year continues, groups 
may be formed to discuss im-
mediate issues on a regular 
basis. Some possible topics 
have been investigated by facul-
ty members Torri Cook and 
. Saray Ketchum. Self-responsi-
bility and inner honesty are fac-
tors in determining the image 
that a student sees as his/her-
self. The counseling staff 
agrees that a student's 
strengths can be accentuated 
more readily when one has the 
clearest possible view of one's 
self, ceasing to deny responsi-
bility for one's thoughts, ac-
tions or weaknesses. 
Through discussions with the 
counseling staff, many stu-
dents find that overview of self, 
allowing them to interact ge-
nuinely with others. This level of 
self-responsibility does not 
create moderation in a student, 
but a more dynamic and confi-
dent individual. 
Dr. Provost offers the sugges-
tion of a few quiet spots on 
campus, w.here clear thinking or 
meditation ·could be practiced. 
Benches are located on the 
edge of the lake, and property 
behind the Health Center is 
secluded. Paddling a canoe to 
the lake's center would remove 
one far from social pressures 
and studies. The art gallery and-
chapel are both highly con-
templative spaces. 
The walk down the right-hand 
side of Fairbanks, past AOC 
and the last dorm, beyond a pair 
of houses to the evidently in-
st it ut i o nal building named 
Dubois seems endless, but that 
first visit may give birth to a 
support system that will help 
maintain a balanced and in-
tegrated college lifestyle. Social 
and personal practices estab-
1 ished during these years are 
certain to influence later life as 
greatly as one's academic 
endeavors. 
Either drop in or make an ap-
pointment by calling extension 
2194 and meet _some truly in-
terested and insightful coun-
selors, avai_lable to all students 
either residing on or off. 
campus. ~
Howell dishonest in his handling of Dillon affair 
Whether soccer coach Mark Dillion deserved to get fired or not, the manner in which 1t 
was handled by Athletic Director Gordie Howell reeks of dishonesty and deception. 
When talking to Howell about Dillon, one gets the impression that Howell just stepped out 
of George Orwell's 1984. He just didn't seem to understand why I wanted to talk about 
Mark Oil/on. It was almost as if /Jjl/on had never coached at Rollins in the past Instead, 
Howell chose to concentrate on the present while glossing over the past. ''The whole team 
is here training, they're doing very well, " he said What he failed to mention is that imtial/y, 
the players were dissil/usioned anq angry. Some of·them were so concerned, they were con-
sidering the possi/JiDty of boycottin{/'pra'ctice. •·· ' 
After sifting througfr Howell's Orwellian tendenc,~s, he slipped into his Nixonian stage. Not 
even Nixon could have invented a term as preposterous as "re-negotiated his non-
reappointment" Whether he was fired, released, or re-negotiated his non-reappointment,. the 
bottom hne is this: Mark Dillon's contract was renewed last year. In late May or early June, 
the administration uncovered some facts about Mark Dillon that they considered too ''makgn-
1ng for general consumption'; and flnal/y, the adllllnistration renigged the contract after 1t 
had been signed and finalized The chncher is this: Gordie Howell waited until after Mark 
Oil/on and Dr. DeNicola were out of town before he fired Dillon. According to well estabhsh-
ed rules, Mark Dillon had 30 days to appeal his situation; however, before DIiion could even 
appeal and before DeNico/a returned from Australia, Howell had hired a replacement thus 
making it useless for Dillon to try and appeal his situation. 
The administration knew that Howell had made a serious llllstake, so to appease the situa-
tion, they offered Dillon half of his salary if he promised to leave quietly without formally ap-
peahng the decision. However, anonymous sources have indicated that Dillon, still unhappy 
with the deal, filed a formal protest against Howell. The admimstration then agreed to pay 
Dillon his full salary if he would leave without making any waves. 
It's perfectly ingenious: Dillon 1s appeased, a new soccer coach 1s hired, and the ad-
ministration washes their hands of the whole affair. However, what the administration does 
not reveal is that a man with a wife and children, who's contract was renewed through the 
84-85 season, was fired with literally three months before the beginmng of the season. It's 
obvious that this makes 1t almost impossible for Dillon to find a job comparable to the one 
he held here at Ro/fins. 
What's worse 1s the way the players have been handled They have had to succumb to 
the brunt of petty politics in much the same way that the American olympians had to when 
this country boycotted the olympic games. Athletes have never had any say and this unfor-
tunate trend has been continued in this situtation. Their old coach has disappeared from the 
face of the earth, a new coach was quic/sly hired and in the end, they're still told to "win 
boys, wm." 
Why join a fraternity? 
By Jerry Brown 
Member X-Club 
President IFC 
< 
Greek life offers many tangible and intangible benefits. In my opinion, a fraternity helps to 
develop a person to hts complete potential. A fraternity can shape one's personality, help one 
socially, develop one's traits of good character help one scholastically, provide one with a 
college home and teach one to respect the opinions of others along with preparing student 
for the business world 
Fraternity hfe has helped to develop my personality. I learned to get along better with 
other people while at times subordinating myself to the welfare of the group. On other occa-
sions I took the lead in carrying through some pro;ect and I learned the value of service, of 
being totally interested 1n others. Personality, after all, 1s the sum total of ihe effect one has 
upon people. 
Fraternity hfe also helped me socially. One of the most difficult situations I faced in college 
hfe was how to get along socially. Fratermt1tes serve to get people, with common interests 
together. This estabhshed a sense of confidence and helped teach me to grow socially 1n a 
new environment 
A fratermty helped me develop traits of good character. The P"nciples a fraternity J.u/es 
itself by would be acceptable to parents as if they had made them themselves. It is these 
thoughts of service to others, of honor, and of truth that positively influence a person who 
joins the greek system. / was also indirectly affected through the kves of other members 
who use the same pledge and constitution as a pattern of hfe. 
Fraternity hfe helped me scholastically. All fraternities encourage their membe:s to.excel/ in 
academics. Here at Rolltns, G.P A. 1s the single most important factor 1n determining room 
choice priorities. This year, the I.F.C. plans to institute additional incentives, one of which will 
be a rebate of dues for the member of each fraternity with the highest G.P A. 
Fraternity life also taught me to respect the opinions of others, to share my opinions and 
to work together to come to solutions. Working out solutions to problems 1s something we 
have to learn how to do, for we will be doing 1t every day 1n our personal life and in our 
work. 
A fraternity 1s sort of lt'ke a business corporation. Every member is like a stockholder and 
has a right to be heard while debating the best route a fraternity should take. Officers are 
elected to coordinate and organize the actions of the fraternity. These responsibiktJes, in-
cluding financial decisions, foster the development of leadership respons{bllity. I feel my ex-
periences working with the X-Club have prepared me to tackle the challenges to come in 
the "real world~ 
r., • ... • \ ,, •'.., 
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Dean Watkins needs to clean up her act 
The thing that I noticed about Dean Bari Wat/ans when we Iii-st met at the beginmng of 
fr~£ year was that she cussed How cool, I thought Here's a person who I can finally relate 
,o-. she even had a pot plant growing 1n -her, office. Unlike any other administrator that I had 
met 1n the past, she was human, warm, and a touch salty. Although these quaht1tes about 
Dean Watkins have not changed, a devestatlng aspect of her personality has emerged 
Emotionally, the dean is unstable. Both Jim Mcconnel and Elena Sllverstein-Starson (last 
. Jars area courdlnatorsJ said that Watkins had a tendency to C{lticize, admomsh, and explode 
at certain adlllln1strators while 1n full view of their administrative peers. True, 1t would be 
easy to discount Jim and Elena's story as sour grapes until your ,consider just what type of 
people they are. Both are reasonable, down to earth people who would never cast asper-
tions upon another person unless they felt that tt was completely necessary. 
There was a time towards the end of last year when this reporter was standing at the 
housing desk waiting to receive his ~oom assign'ment Suddenly, Watkins burst tnio the 
room, stormed into an upper-level administrator's office, slammed the door behind her and 
began screaming profamties. The slamming of the door was B(I unnecessary gesture because 
everyone 1n the outer office could hear the fucks and shits flying around the room. Now I 
don't care what the circumstance 1s, this ts a professional 1nst1tution run by supposed profes-
sionals. As students, we deserve the best from our administrators. It 1s very difficult for our 
administrators to be operating at peak efficiency when the dean ts screaming profamties into 
their ears. Someone at the top should put HIS foot down. HE should say, "Ba"; either shape 
up or ship out" If Watkins could just tone herself down, everything w~u/d work out fine. 
Two very good people have left speciflcal/y because of the Dean. Let's hope that the Dean 
learns to maintain herself before more and more administrators make the decision that they 
are too important to hang around Rollins and get screamed at by Dean Bari Watkins. 
A call for independence 
Jay Werba 
Entenng college as a freshman is usually a frightemng and disheartemng expenence. The 
atmosphere is foreign, the new students are away from home for the first time and worst 
of all they feel alone- cut off from the rest of the world 
Being friendless and alone 1s difficult, but for some, it's even more difficult to start from 
scratch once again and form new friendships. It's hard for us to reach out and expose 
ourselves to new people. That 1s why tire greek system can be so attractive to people. It 
alleviates the need to go out and form new friendships. Instead, a group situation already 
exists from which new friends can be easily derived When a person ;01ns a fratermty or 
soro{ltY, he/she invests into a pre-fabricated social structure. This 1s very sirmlar to a person 
who wants to buy a new house, but doesn't want to the hassel of bwld1ng it- therefore, he 
buys a pre-fabricated house. It's simple, conv1ement, but best of all, it's completely ready to 
be moved 1n to. 
It 1s easy to understand why an 1ndiV1dua/ would jOln a fraternity or soro{ltY, particularly 
when you consider how difficult tt ts to form new f{lendships. However, as in everything 
else, there are disadvantages involved God's greatest gift that he bestowed upon each and 
every one of us 1s our uniqueness and 1ndiv1duality. These are the qualtt1es that make us dif-
ferent from anyone else ,n the world When a person ;01ns a greek organization, he becomes 
part of a group,· therefore, his indl·v,dua/ity is suppressed No longer does he have the 
freedom to strike out on his own; instead, he becomes totally involved with group activities. 
Dunng rush period, the participants are very concerned with "finding the group that's right 
for them''. But really, when you think about it, how can any group be totally right If a per-
son ;otns an organization that has thirty members, maybe five will turn out to be compatible; 
however, the other twenty-fl·ve will always be around, whether the person likes it or not In 
friendship, qua/tty, not quantity, ts what's important A person who has one true f{lend ts far 
luckier than a person who has twenty-five acquantances. The aspect that I find most insidious 
is the elitist attitude that every greek organization possesses. At Rollins, every student, whether 
black, white, rich or poor, should belong. It is unfair for a person to be black-balled simply 
because of their physical appearance or cultural background 
However, I don't want anyone to get the impression that I am "Anti-greek''. Many of my 
good friends are members of fraternities and sororities and I support anyone who desires to 
;01n the greek system. There ts one piece of advice that I think every freshman should con-
sider seriously,· it's the same piece of advice my father offered me when I was a freshman 
deliberating on whether or not I should ;otn a fraternity. 'Wait a year," he advised, "and tf 
you still feel lt'ke ;oimng next year, then go ahead and join." I took his advice andin the en-
suing year, I became 1ncreas1ngly involved with the school newspaper. By the time rush roll-
ed around my sophomore year, I was off campus, drtnktng russian vodka and talking politics 
in the Soviet Umon. As I look back over the past two years of my life, I feel a deep sense 
of satisfaction and I am very pleased that I made the choice to remain independent 
7 
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Disappointing COL disillusions student 
by Dino Landis 
Established in the fall term of 1983, COL (Community of Learners/ is now starting its se-
cond year. Although it has been heavily promoted by the administration, COL still remains a 
mystery to a great many of Rolhns students and perhaps faculty. 
· The Community of Learners is a body of 15-20 students and one professor who attend 
three classes during the week and discuss those three classes in one additional class which 
,meets every Thursday evening for three hours. Other students, not in COL, attend.these 
classes, but do nQ.t attend the Thursday night discussion. 
, / took COL in the fall term and came away dissapo1nted I liked the three classes, but 
soon feh suffocated by the bureaucracy of continuously comparing and contrasting the 
classes. The classes were: Dramatic Literature through Rim, Self and Society, and Introduc-
tion to Environmental Studies. At a glance these classes have little to do with each other; 
with closer inspection this conclusion is con.irmed My hours were spent trying to ielate · 
Cyrano De Bergerac to population problems posed by Garriet Harden. To make these com-
parisons a complete failure, I sahed the paper with Sociology. The underlying irony was e"!-
barrasing. Ahhough I made, with mild success, a comparison of two classes,. a ·cqmparis(on , 
of three was necessary. The paper was short; I added the final comparison· for fillef: Ther-f! 
may have been very little meat, but there were plenty of potatoes. The heart of the irony 
lay in the fact that content was not graded in the traditional sense. My instructor made -- -,:.."': ,-, 
comments, but no grade. 
I remember a student outside COL remarking that the organization was the antithesis of the 
liberal arts education. While that may not be entirly true - /saw COL as an antithesis of a 
college education, without the emphasis on liberal arts - the spring COL swayed from a 
traditional tutorial undertaking. I feh that COL was offering a partial high school, partial col-
lege education; that if I didn't have the initiative to study, fifteen other students could 
obligate me to do so. That may sound fantastic or untrue, but it is not four weeks into 
spring term, several students failed to show up. The direct instruction was to ''Make them 
feel guilty''. 
Giving up four classes that I wanted, I took three classes which partially filled my re-
quirements and forfieted a four class -schedule which (discovering later/ would have better 
suited me. The problem stemmed from my advisor and me. I'm afraid that my advisor may 
have wanted my prolixities for a Hedging program. That · as I have mentioned, is somewhat 
my fauh. Freshmen, though, feel out of place contradicting his/her advisor; the advisor's only 
concern is for the student Now I must take freshman comp. as a sophmore. 
Everyone in the second COL was aware (or became aware/ of the success of the first. It 
boasted of a GPA higher than the class average, the students became great friends, a(!d 
these are friendships that will last for the rest of their college careers. That was COL. at irs 
best. That first COL may have had problems as we did, but these problems tend to remain., 
unnoticed when GPAs soar. The fall COL's results on tests were consistantly-higher than 
those outside the program. The second COL did not have that success. The grades on major 
tests actually fell below that ·or the student not 1n COL 
It is difficuh to read such results and not wonder the credibility of the program. My im-
mediate question was, "why should I spend hours studying with others if our grades were 
lower than those who studied independently. " The other COL members began to ask that as 
well, and near the end of the spong term, we studied altJn~. COL became only a paper com-~ ; ·· 
munity. We still attended the Thursday sessions, but they became bull sessions. the· Spnng · 
COL failed 
As an aid to the professors, COL was invaluable. For the first time, teadlers received 
honest and direct feedback about themselves and their courses. The professors,. though, did 
not make significant changes 1n the curriculum. An who would ask them? Why should they? 
FeelJack is a wonderful tool, it slashed through a three month waiting period, but to what 
extent should the instructor take this correspondence? Very little. The instructor knows what 
is best for the studenc the class takes on his/her personality. If the class is not heading in 
the direction the instructor desires, he/she simply changes it with or wdhout the aid of the 
students. 
Ahhough students claimed that the instructor does not always know what is best for the 
student, the correction is the responsibility of the administration. I made friends, and 
teachers received feedback in the Spring COi., but that was too costly for a lower grade 
and for misSJng classes that I should have taken. 
Dramatic change in nuclear situation - but nobody knows 
Over the summer there was a news event which received surprisingly little national or in-
ternational attention. The U.S.A. launched and then successfully intercepted and I.C.B.M 
(/nter-contlnental Balhstlc Missile/. The Interceptor missle is significant because it is fast and 
could considerably weaken even a IJ.S.S.R. first strike. Scientists compared the accuracy of 
the two miss/es co/Ming with the accuracy required for two bullets to collide 1n mid air. The 
Interceptor basically- works with a laser tracking system. The missile itself spreads a fan of 
metal rods to trigger the nuclear warhead of an incoming I.C.B.M. 
Government scientists said the system had been tried before but without cons1stant suc-
cess. However, this time news of the test was leaked to the press beforehand, suggesting 
that the government was sure of success. Nevertheless, national and international media did 
not consider the news important, judging by the lack of cove(age. This is strange because 
this missile could completely change the balance of power. If the Interceptor can be 
deployed, a Soviet missile attack could be obliterated even before it reaches the Amerkan 
coast. Perhaps the U.S. doesn't want the Soviets to lose pace because of world-wide media 
jubilation prior to nuclear arms reduction talks, 1n which an important issue may be that the 
Interceptor should be classed as an A.B.M /Ant/Ba/l1st1c Missile/. The U.S. has been unwill-
ing to call the new weapon and AB.M, with reason, if the missile 1s an A.B.M. then it can 
be counted with other defense weapons in arm reduction talks, making 1t a logistical 
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~;i-: ;~ -,. f ·_ Moscow Journa~ 
by Bill Viall 
On a winter's night in Moscow-in 1982, I found myself rushing to board the train to Kiev. · 
Ladened with my own luggag~ andthe steamer-trunk lug{Jflfle of a Kappa, rt,e haf! mile walk to the 
; train becam~11Jlie rlJ(ficult. l{,itps·~b~~tmidnio,b( and t1~ J.€mpera~ure hoveced around roin1il.fif- . 
' ieen degr~~s Yarienheighr.1stopped tola 'minmlto ·rearrahge my'foutJvit~es. /yp.-spy_nf![.&,d 1 
✓ ·-., ·- puf one,piJt~ dowri wh;~an d!def Russfdn ca;f;e'altJnp IJ,/11 prabbe.rlBSciise witk~ui ix.ef}ia7lg-
'; -.. ' d og.a- word: \After catry11ig'the·suitcase "to~my ·i:at:; r,Ma;,"'fed him-anll~!Jt!~ he disappeared as 
t· 1• yuickly as _/Je. ~had' appeared · · ; ,-:._._ • . _ 
.. ..: ~, •. / fquntl a small cofT}partment with my roomate1 our leader, anti a middleaged Jew froin Kiev · 
fest~oned with military decorations. After stowing the luggage I pulled myself to a~ upper bun_k 
and prepared to sleep. As I started to slide off into sleep, I heard our tn'p leader ·and the stranger 
begin to talk. For a while I tneo to follow their conversation,' but my limited study of Russian was 
not much help. Our 0/eader called up to me that the man frqm Kiev could not understand why I 
. -· · -~ . was trying to '$l~ep so early. I answf}fel/ that it had been a long day and I was tired He asked 
. , .. : · · ·what i wanted 'fo do after college aha I.told him that I was in a Maflne Corps Officer Candidate 
· · Program. The man from Ktev said that Manne officers should not get so tired so quickly. Becom-
-ing irritated, I told them that my father had been a Marine in the Second World War, what the 
So_viet people refer to as 'The Great Patriotic War. "I told him that my father had advised me 
that, "When you find a time and place to sleep, sleep. "After the translation had been comp(eted, 
the two older men broke out laughing. · F;om this pOJnt on, our new aquaintance continued to 
stare at me with a smile. 
The man from Ktev had brought some crackers, cheese_ and vodka for his Jou.rney home. He 
fayed the meager provision~ on our table and offered some to use but our guide refused for us 
before we had the chance to think about it 
Our new aqua1ntance said that he fought in the Second World War and that he had met 
Americans when the two great armies had conveyed on the the Elba. This was the nrst time he had 
met Americans since then. Our leader was impressed with this and told the man that he had also 
fought in the Second World War as an. officer of Marines in the Pacific. In a spontaneous manner 
the man continued to tell of his other experiences in the war. He said that of eighteen of his . 
friends that entered the wa~ he was the .only one to survive. The two men continued to ex-
change experiences, not all of which· our guide.. _translated At one point the man from Kiev _ 
· became quite sober. He told of a time his unit was on patrol, picking its way through a German 
mine field During the war, Soviet recources became so strained that all soldiers and civilians 
were rationed only eight ounces of bread a day. The man carrying his unit's ration of bread had 
stepped oh'.a mihe_"imd haa4lee~--IJ/own out further into the mioe field Another man crawled out 
lb fetreiv/the b}e~d The·s~cond mail reached the bread, but on his way back, detonat~d a mine 
losing his leg. Still alive, : the_ man put the bread under one arm and used his rifle as a crutch 
under the other and hobbled oui of the field , 
After that the two men shifted the conversation to lighter subjects. The man from Kiev asked a 
few questions about me. Continuing to smile at me, he seemed to btJ. fascinated with my youth 
and innocence. fJefore WQ parted company the next morning, I asked our guide why the man 
stared at me so. He told me that the man wanted me to meet his daughter and he thought I 
would make a gopd husba(ld for her. We smiled and said that unfortunately our schedule would 
. noi ?flow for a meetJ~g. In· an (nst~nt, ·w~. said goodbye and parted with only memories. 
~- The revolution begins . 
Rollins 1s un"iler siege. This time wealthy rednecks will have a foe more powerful and in-
. :- sidious than welfare ... more destructive than overseas CARE programs ... and more injust 
than taxing Big Business . .. 
C/JlTIJRE 
It has in the past been denied entrance into our self-entrenched little community. Yes, 
_ several theatre, visual art, and music majors sequestered away in their dqrms have tried 
meagerly to breathe some essence of hfe into the atmosphere but too often art shows went 
unattended, plays unseen, and hard rehearsed concerts unheard Why? We were too busy 
with more important tasks such as getting smashed, lynching blacks, fag-bashing, and throw-
ing up. Secretly- though, these once hidden envoys of worldliness have gained power. The 
power to communicate. The power to rlra'I( us into cuhure. The power io destroy our wall 
of social ignorance. 
YES, ART has hail successful seasons. People attended Zach Dunbar's concert last year. 
Jay Werba became editor of the Sanspur! foundations have been established, but the 
Revolution has only just begun. Cuhure is not only the (fine/ arts. This preconceived notion is 
on its way out! The future horrors of the Revolut1'on include an extension of the Fine Arts 
(the new Dance minor/, the introduction of new cuhures (Greek and Hebrew added to the 
Foreign Language Dept.I, the progressive /computers, edur;ation, ~elf-help), the off-beat (Frida 
Layy's midnight movies, sex manuals, and ahernative activities/, and the decadent (SOOT, 
subcuhures, and that most vile of all·sins ... pleasure/contentment/. 
The bricks 1n our protective wall are shpp1ng. Perhaps you weren't aware of this change. 
Perhaps you are a part of it. Perhaps you're too hung over to care; but that most horrific of 
social demons has invaded the Virgin Soul of the Campus- Cuhure. What can we do? 
Shall we get drunk (again/? Lynch more negroes? Bash some more gays? Throw up some 
more? Would these things perform our desperately needed mock exorcism? No. We suc-
cumb. Allow ourselves to be seduced by the ominous intellectual/emotional phemonenon that 
is culture- that demon which forces us to applaud a theatrical performace, admire Boy 
George, cry at a movie, learn a new language, or try something different. 
I am Its slave and prisoner. In time, you too will be. Have a nive day, welcome freshmen, 
.. alfrl welto'nte •ffaclt to H0Di11nvety/Jddy! • • • 
Chrissie Hynde of the Prentenders is pregnant, 
• A again. This time the father is her husband Jim Kerr 
VI// (Simple Minds). The kid is scheduled for release in 
I II I I\. JJ April ... John Cougar is currently working on the script ~ ~ ~ for his first movie. The flick will star the Little Bastard, 
~ and is reportedly about being down and out in 
led ;, A ~ modem America ... Oldies fans will be glad to hear 
VI// that Robert Plant, Jeff Beck, Jmmy Page, and NIie 
#, A ~ Rodgers will be teaming up with keyboard wiz Paul 
V I// ~ Schaffer to .make an album called The Honeydlp-
j 00 an 118 pers, Volume One. This EP follows closely behind the 
m
, . · 
2
~ summer release of ·an alburT) by a group of ex-
. Vardbirds calling themselves A Box of Frogs ... There 
Is a new book out called The Big Beat about rock 
and roll's great drummers. The author is none other 
9 
than "Mighty" Max Weinberg of the E-Street Band ... 
New Vinal - U2, The Unforgettable Fire ... Dio, The 
Last In Line. . . Accept, Balls to the Wall. . . Billy 
Squier, Signs of Life. -. . Eddie Grant, Going For 
Broke ... Miles Davis, Decoy ... Vellowman, Young 
Yellowman . .. Big Country, Wonderland . .. Human 
League, Hysteria. . . , 
In the Works - Hewy . Lewis and the News ... Duran 
Duran ... David Bowe . .. and Devo. 
.T~rs - Prince. ■ - . Bruce Springsteen ... Elton John 
(10/12 ·Tampa) ... Rod Stewart (10/3 Jacksonville, 
10/5 Tampa, 10/6 Miami) ... RE.M. (9/28 Tampa, 
9/30 Gainesville): .. Jefferson Starship (9/28 
Lakeland).:. Billy Squir and-Rott (10/25 Lakeland). 
The Big Deal Shrimp Deal. . 
a ·free shrimp when you buy 12~ 
At Red Lobster, when you order any 
Shrimp Lovers Dozen, you can count 
on getting more than ypu bargained for. 
3 free shrimp when you buy 12. . 
And that's just the start of The Big 
Deal Shrimp Deal. 
There are big new tastes. Six temp-
ting new shrimp dishes like Shrimp 
DeJonghe with crunchy crumb topping, 
Shrimp Italian dripping with cheese, 
. and hot and spicy Cajun Fried Shrimp. 
There's big varlet)'; too. Old favorites 
)' like Fried Shrimp and Oriental Fried 
-~ . r1 Shrimp with sweet and sour sauce. 
~ ~ _, .. ~... ~ The Big Deal Shrimp Deal at Red ~~ ----~ ' ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ Lobster. But hurry. After November 4, the 
· ~:=::,"-'-' -Ii ~~--~~ sillUl?-p stop multiplying. ~ .,.~~~~ ~ Red Lobster@ 
c 1984 Red lobsta Inn~ of America. Most Major Credit Ou'ds Accepted • Orlando • Altamonte Springs • Merritt Island • Ocala • Daytona Beach • Kissimmee • Melbourne • 
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A .to~ro ve upon arri~l 
~R~~~~ - . • 
nu i,i,r~ 
hape-especiall 
i ...... _. s at _ · ~ t'llQt------~ , a 1.. 
been I open to t~e public. The designed ,. the original lib ry 
buildi~g's immensi~y, solidity and I Mills Memo~ial-the first librart he _____ _ 
fine d)t_ajl_a_re__ 11v.e~w.helming. .:::on11-ts - ~ 1. =i- - - -eve~ ~sicned) ~ a~d - other-~ -=- ~ =--
truly -a- ,tfortres~' __ai 7Jirector of -:--C!--_-~ ~- - -ediftcesi_; such- ---as--me- lrusli --"Science 
Phys!cal Plant, !om. ~-ells, ·described NOR~~~~.tJI';~ School of 
the hbrary on an exc1t1ng tour. ..!ft,~, .. ~ ..... 6i ...~J the ~om-
Construction on Olin is "on pany's finest wit~1fnicli0 fhie details 
schedule'·' according to Wells, with that are truly gratifing and efficent. 
the eminent completion by the . con~· Of the company o,lks commented, 
tractor on January 14, 1985. In the ·_ " ·They have been absolutely sup b to 
weeks to follow this date, the inside work with-marvelous people." __ M fiOOPl!--l 
of the building will flourish with its. · The 54,000 square foo~ bui in is BfAL,, 
fine contemporary design as modularly designed with o fix 
carpeting, drapery, .fur·niture, and ad- walls except for stairways, ..a. ■ 111!!1.• ....... ~.-£!1 
vanced security and com_pu~er and restrooms for maximu_n HlilDlHirnt; 
systems are installed. wh"ich also leaves· about 9~o~~~~ 
On March 28, during Rollins' spring buildin ca able for r 
break, the Mills Memorial Library he deslt(n1~ has- tak arJHl~~~--..c-, 
will close in preparation for the spec- .-o-tjQHl~•d strategi ac t of the beallW-
tacular move of approximately two ~~~fte,._1 a-~ ...... 1-1-M!o--e lake 
weeks of the college's prese·- -~- h 
211,000 books (including those fr 
the Bush Science Library) by t e 
Director of-
Delks. ''It wont be eas1 
mented about he ~~!.....l.l.'ar••,,.. 
moving from ~1;.u-i ; ~•;i Wlil1tl;i liffidliJ{ff~-~-i~-~ -i~ -~ _jlfiif;"{i:j~fi!lli~ii~if~k~ i!~! il~f-=~  ~! tlt~~!i!~f.~~~ii any sequentia quential oraer. 
the doors and say «co~"'"'l 
added with a ctiuc e. 
Fittingly on t I e d-... a=t'=-=--io~f~
11 
's dedica- i------i---==~ "====~ 
tion, April 1_7, . 985, it will.have ~!fl~~~~~~~uc:11111-.-.~ee• ain~ ii-ni.&v J..-
- ~ONE;6i; ~~~ ~ ~ :Jet tx:f >d l;::: ~ e:,e:rZ':7 3 1-11-~11!++-++41---1 
---- -
L SOUTH-WESTr ELEVATION L-- -_, - -- . --- -- --
· new In a pr cess.that took abou 8 years 
. . . _ . · s~a~• · to· achie"i"e, the Ol~n Fou~dati~li (a ma• 
. throughou·! . its fo-~r floo~~, ·. Jor cha~itable · foundation) [cranted 
I ~-...mra - accomodat1ng. · f~~~r·~ , .,. ~ __ ~ ____ ~~•!•!!~ _l_!;'~~ut_ _f__Ot_ lanilin,c and _ 
~ l-~-=_-=_ ~ivt~~r-~,c1-croup- styclLc..arrel_s11!Jp~..r(~- ~ - - -don~ $~. 7 mllllon- aollars- ior the 
. Ing carrels,- audiovisual equipm·ent _ cons-traction of the library. The pam-
and all its fine, "well•planned ·details phlet "Why Rollins?" c_onipiled by 
will provide a p'leasant study and Thaddeus S_eymour, president of the 
· work area for students a~d faculty. college, presents .the answer to the 
An interesting note added by Tom question · · why the Olin Foundation 
Wells .about the s.tructural construe-. c-hose Rolli'1S .to receive such a 
tion of ·the interior- levels . is the wonderfu.J gift.· Through - series of 
in which each_ floor is not analysts· · supported i,y · ·facts and 
cemented. The· middle of each · · statistics, · the - ·pamphlet _ relates a 
or is higher so that once the detailed account -of the growth and 
~L-A1' 11 lX-"~~- ks .positioned in tlte library, development of Rollins over the pa$t 
ous weight -will sink the· three years. It in essence presents the 
correct even level. This is "case" for Rollins-a case the Olin 
VB8U__J_-LJ~t--i~~~fl~~~PifI~e::iJilkr-.il:~.----:--:-~rciiifiiiratliiiqiJt m~rited _support. This 
1iiijti~ailable t~. the _public. · 
Rollin · 1 Celebration will 
be • ~ -· · p declarative 
C . t the ·il111~e, for the 
·: ; .d die ~ v lin -ts a unequivocal 
"' ffins Col• 
rs' goal. The 
stones in the 
~i~~;;~;::::::!~,~:!•1~ii!!i~~;:::~=~=~~~~~~~~;~i~i,~~;~;~:;;;;;~~~~0th1c 
ro ·11s1{Jlio th . I 
pit ing ·~~~ 
e - al H fOlle_ the ~ 1/ ;, 
- - ---- -
------------ -- ----.L, 
---- - - ~ - -- -- -- - - - - - t----------4t,_._J 
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The Backdoor Blues Band· offer•an alternative • ... \ . 
. By Dave Samey ,· 
Are you tired of top forty bar bands that do 
nothing but play what you can hear on the . radio? 
The Backdoor Blues Band (some-times known as the 
Screamin' Bluejays) has slowly but surely been 
building a strong following in the great Orlando area. 
The hard playing quartet has been tearing up the 
club circuit with their patented style of down and dir-
ty blues for the past three years, and now they.' re 
ready to make their move to the big time. They've 
spent the past couple of months working in the 
studio putting together demo tapes, and they plan 
to relea~e their first single in the near future. 
At the very heart of the Backdoor Blues Band is 
the rock solid rhythm section of M~rk McCoy and 
Jeff Ashmead. Mark has been a part of the group 
since its formation by his brother Tom. His sound is 
broad and strong without being too overbearing. 
Jeff, the newest member of the band (formerly with · 
the rock band Norman), slaps the skins with a very 
real vengeance. At times: Jeff is a ·little too exuberant . 
in his performance, but when he is, you know that he 
is giving it everything he's got-and its very hard to 
find fault with that. 
WELCOME BACK . 
ROlLINS 
KEEP ROCKIN' ORLANDO 
with 
Rockline 424-9100 Concertline 427-ROCK 
The true sound of the Backdoor · Blues Band · 
originates deep in the heart of Tom McCoy's '54 
Telecaster. As frontman/ guitarist and founder of the 
Backdoor Blues Band, Tom , slashes through ·the 
band's repretoive of blues that ranges from Muddy 
Waters to the Yardbirds and 'includes an ever grow-
ing complement of originals. Harp player Scott 
Saussy' s style could only be described as mean and 
nasty/ The way he blasts through ·a song should be as .. · · · ,. f 
· illegal as everything· else that is this good. 
The Backdoor_ Blues· Band · are on · their way up. 
There is no doubt about it. They have booked shows 
as far away as Atlanta and New Orleans, and plan to 
return to Tampa and Miami where they have. already 
been received by enthusiastic audiences. So; if your 
sick of the same·old songs by generic bands, get out 
to see the Backdoor. Blues Band for a taste of 
- something really different. 
MAX DAGGER 
THE MUSIC AND THE SHOW 
Appearing At 
DECADES 
on September 20 ~ 21 - 22 
ROCK - REGGAE - BLUES 
Practical Dreaming; 
A four-part dream workshop. 
Licensed instruction in 
self-interpretation 
intuitive development and aPplication 
to daily life. 
For more information, call 
293-6330 
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The brothers and little siste_rs of the 
IPl IHI Il; IDl Wl Wl IDl Wl Wl, 
fraternity welcomes the class of 1988. 
Doll 't foTget to attend our 
\, 
88KEG 
pai-ty on Sept. 30 at . the lM . 
.. ac~ 
Seafood & Oyster Bar 
Enyart'Fieldhouse Parking lot 
. WINTE.R PARK 
. . 
LUNCH & DINNER SPECIALS DAILY 
15c OYSTERS MON.-FRI. 11-6 
CRAB SPECIALS MON. & TQES. NIGHTS 
MONDAY NIGHT FOOTBALL BEER SPECIALS 
HAPPY HOCJR MON.-FRI. 4-6 
15coYSTERS 
soc DRAFTS 
TWO BLOCKS NORTH OF FAIRBANKS 
ON RIGHT HAND ~IDE __ . _ . . 
. . .... - ...... - .. -...... --- ... -. --. ----- ... .,_ ---,. .. -. -- . -.......... , .. -. ,. -....... 
1971 VW Convert. 
New engine, top, muffler, clutch, A 
must see - Best offer. Call 678-3256 
Park Avenue 
Help Wanted Floor Man and Door Man. . 
Apply within - Mon.-Fri. 1-4. 
FOUND 
WHEREVER FINE- CARS 
"' ..... ~, .... ,. "~"· ·.:fRAY.El-- ... -.... , .. - ........ _ .. , -.-... -.... -... -.. ---.... 
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Forty-tour 
freshman ·hit the 
Keys 
By Rotman 
August 29th dawned bright 
and early for 44 new Freshmen 
and a small group of faculty 
and staff. The fact that it was 
4:30 am was enough to put 
most of us in shock; the fact 
Key West was another op-
tion. The group would leave 
Pigeon Key about 2:00 p.m. 
and make the 40 mile drive to 
Key West. First stop was 
Treasure Salvers, a treasure div-
ing operation based in Key 
West. There the group was 
privileged to see trinkets and 
gold bars and objects salvaged 
from the wreck of the Atocha 
and Santa Maria. After the tour 
the students were all let loose 
on an unsuspecting Key West. 
Many sampled a true "taste" of 
Key West at "Sloppy Joes" or 
"Capt. T onys" or "The Bull". 
After a gorgeous sunset, the 
crew met at the "Half Shell" - a 
classic seafood and oyster bar 
down on the water at the dock. 
The meal consisted of Conch 
steak, conch fritters, Grouper 
and Conch chowder. After 
some nocturnal confusion, the 
group made it back to Pigeon 
Key about 12:30. 
Another highlight of the trip 
was enjoyed by the scuba 
divers alone. On Sunday after-
noon, the two diving gro"ups, 
the Spiny Lobsters and the 
Bristol Worms, enjoyed two 
chartered dives on Love Key, 
one of the top reefs in the Keys. 
The caves and crevices and 
reef fingertips where all 
gorgous, and after two hours of 
diving under the surface, we all 
were exhausted. 
Sunday night the entire 
group, all 54 of the students 
and staff, enjoyed a broiled 
lobster tail, Grouper and 
chicken dinner. Everyone 
shared tall tails of big ones that 
got away and 300 lbs. mdml 
mouth sharks, and close 
scrapes with anything that 
floats, swims or slimes. 
The evening ended on the 
dock, as usual. The cool 
Southern breeze keeping us 
cool as we watched the sun 
set. The drive back seemed 
minimal as we all talked about 
the coming weeks at school. 
Above all, the trip was 
_ outrageous to say the least. 
Thanks to Campus Ministry, The 
Outdoors Club and all of Orien-
tation. It is the trippers that 
make the trip - so thanks to the 
Keys Class of '88!! 
that we had gone to bed ----------------------------------------------7 
about 2:30 left the majority of 
the group in a rather comatose 
state! 
By 6:00, the last of the vans 
were pulling out of Rollins, en 
route to the Keys and the 4th . 
pre-orientation Freshman Keys 
Trip. Our destination Pigeon Key, 
a small isolated island in the 
middle of Seven Mile Bridge. It 
would be out base for the next 
week. Activities would include 
sailing, windsurfing, snorkeling, 
scuba-diving, swimming, fishing 
and we would all trade nights 
on two 44 foot sailboats. 
After a pit stop in Fort Pierce 
inlet to break up the 8-10 hour 
drive, the crew, hardy and hap-
py arrived at Pigeon Key about 
5:30 p.m. on Tuesday night. 
Before long, the windsurfers 
were out and people were 
snorkeling and swimming. The 
largest group on this trip ever 
-44 students - were then divid-
ed into 8 groups. Each group 
was intricately scheduled to 
enjoy as many different 
aspects of the Keys as possible. 
lhe groups were titled: The Men 
O'War headed by Coach John 
Langfitt, The Urchins, 
philosophically endowed with 
Tom Cook, The Grunts, 
biologically operating under 
Eileen Gregory, The Squids led 
by Chicken Man John Lowe, 
The Mangroves led by Sara Ket-
tler, The Staghorns command-
ed by Paul "Jungle Boy" Diefen-
thaler, The Bristle Worms under 
the leadership of Karen "hold 
the wine" Partridge and the 
Spiny Lobsters led by Dave "rat-
man" Kingsbury. 
Some of the different ac-
tivities and areas enjoyed by 
the groups included a day trip 
to Bahia Honda and a state run 
beach park. The day included 
swimming, snorkeling, soccer, 
windsurfing and a lot of hiding 
from the sun's powerful rays. 
One of the highlights at Bahia 
was the ultimate game of soc-
cer water polo played out in 
the ocean's gorgeous clear 
water. 
One of the most relaxing and 
luxurious nights was spent out 
on two 44 foot Morgan Sail-
boats Depending on Captain 
Gallo or Captain Wettstein;s 
tastes for the evening, the fare 
was Shrimp Creole or Lobster 
with a touch of something 
"relaxing" to help get into the 
sailing state of mind. 
SOUL REFRESHMENT 
By Judy Miles 
SOUL MUSIChas pre-history roots with 
African tribal rituals and communication and has since 
come a long way from the days of rapid drum beats ac-
companied by emotional wails, chants, and dances, re-
counting a day's hunt. It can best be separated into four 
categories: swing/jazz, rhythm and Blues(R&B), gospel, 
and funk. Each type within itself paints a picture of a 
distinct era of development with distinct artists bring-
ing about those changes. 
Within the twenty year period surrounding the Great 
. Depression Jazz/swing· were born in the French 
Quarter District of New Orleans to ease the pain and 
suffering caused by the Hard times. Louis Armstrong, 
Fats Waller, Duke Ellington, and Dizzy Gillespie were 
popular with upbeat jazz(known as swing) and dang of 
the times with a downbeat jazz sou.nd (the blues). These 
musicians, -op~rating out of New Orle~ns, New York, or 
Chicago, were the first entertainers in America to bring 
black culture and music into public view of the 
wealthier, privileged middle case (naturally white). 
About this time in Harlem, the young Ella Fitzgerald 
was becoming popular with spirited bop and standard~ 
of the era. These early beginnings for the Grande Dame 
of Jazz would lead to the fuller development of rhythm 
& blues as a separate soul music essential. 
The 50's saw jazz/swing split into two directions: 
Rock-n-roll, sort of the white man's soul 
music(developed or coined by DJ Alan Freed), and 
later, R&B. The R&B explosion began to take full form 
in the early 60's with the likes of Gladys Knight & the 
Pips, Marvin Gaye, and the King of Soul-James Brown, 
the first soul musician to create music entirely in-
dicative of the black condition without relying on. 
previous "white" standards. Gospel Mahalia Jackson 
sang her soul out to God, soon to inspire one of the 
great soul artists of all time, Aretha Franklin. Billie 
Holliday at this time brought the blues to its finest 
plateau in music history. 
Later in the 60's Diana Ross and the Supremes would 
break the black/white music barrier mega-hits like 
"Baby Love" and "Stop in the Name of Love". At this 
time Aretha Franklin, inspired by her idol Mahalia 
Jackson, recorded "Respect", "Think", and "You Make 
Me Feel Lika a Natural Women", among others. She 
would continue with a long string of hits to be known 
as the Queen of Soul and go on to win fourteen Gram-
, mies as R&B Female Artist of the Year and many 
others. 
The death of Martin Luther King Jr. in the early 70's 
lead to a rebellion not only amongst blacks, but within 
the music. Issac Hayes enjoyed his brief, but radical 
and popular "Superfly" phenomenon. Stevie Wonder 
and Roberta Flack tried to soothe the suffering as they 
sang of racial harmony and brotherly love, and black 
groups, such as The Temptations and the Fifth Dimen-
sion flourished. ' 
The splitting of Diana Ross from the Supremes in the 
70's lead to two things. First, Ross ent on to become a 
superstar soloist as a streamlined soul singer. Second, 
this split would inspire the Broadway musical 
Dreamgirls - the first play to feature entirely soul music. 
The show also takes a strong racial stand- a first for the 
B-way musical. The later 70's·watched as the Jackson 5 
(pre-75) brought soul music to child~en and young 
teens, and in 1978, the Beegee's brought about the 
Saturday Night Fever-ma;nia, a· fusion of 
soul/rock/classical music. This was an incrediable com-
mercial success as well .as the harbinger for the Disco-
movement. Disco-queen Donna Summer enjoyed 
several successful years and has since, in the wake of 
the disco-demise, kept up with the times and remained 
in the public view. 
The 80's have given us adulterated soul called funk. 
This music has become increasingly popular due to the 
influence of rock-n-roll and its oen appealing physical 
sound. Such musicians as Rick James, Chaka Khan, 
Prince, and Grace Jones are among the funk pioneers 
who continue this dominant form of soul music today. 
Rhythm and Blues has also seen returning success with 
Debarge, Denise Williams, and from the 60's the great, 
comeback of Tina Turner-whose "Proud Mary", only 
two decades ago, was called "nigger music". Recently. 
Turner has enjoyed the success of being the # 1 enter-
tainer on both rock and soul charts with her bluesy hit 
"What's Love Got to Do With It". Certain]y most notable1 
in the 80's, though, is the Michael Jackson 
phenomenon; his unmatched success on both charts, 
rock and soul, signifies a great acceptance towards the 
once scoffed at soul music. Though his style is very 
streamline, forsaking the "blackness" of the past, his 
ability to bring black and white together, is commen-
dable. 
Soul music has, in the past few years, come a long 
way. No longer considered "nigger music" by the 
general population, soul music is just that- music for 
the soul. It reaches down to the soul of its listeners and 
seeks out emotions: love, hurt, lust, joy, and devotion. It 
draws forth smiles and tears. The message of the music 
is in the music, not the words- brotherhood. Let's stop 
hating one another. Thus, I -give you soul music as 
caucasian refreshment- listen closely ... the 
words ... the music ... and the FEEL the joy within 
your soul. 
By Lotta Bocks 
Certainly a feature on 
soul music would not 
be complete without 
mentioning a rising sen-
sation, Prince Roger 
Nelson. His first film, 
Purple Rain, has . en-
joyed incredible box of-
fice -success despite 
mixed reviews and the 
movie soundtrack has 
been the summer's top 
seller. Heavy on funk 
and low on class, Purple 
Rain may be the key in 
making Prince one of 
the soul music immor-
tals. 
From strictly a 
cimematic point, the 
film is rather weak and 
cliche. How many times 
before have we had to 
plod through "yourig, 
troubled artists" films? 
The cinematography 
deserves some recogni~-
tion for being crisp and 
lively, but apart from 
visual dazzle and audio 
ecstacy-script, acting, 
and editing are stan-
dard "what else is new" 
film fare. 
But I don't want to 
sell Purple Rain short; 
first, let's acknowledge 
the Prince 
phenomenon. His 
character reeks of lur-
ing sexuality. One 
glance into the camera 
can say it all-we see him 
ablaze in something of a 
tainted passion. And of 
course there is the fact 
that he is a musical 
genuis. At 17 years old 
he wrote, performed, 
and produced his first 
album. Since then he 
has done the same on 
five more as well as pro-
duced debut albums for 
The Time, Vanity 6, and 
most recently, Sheila E. 
This slightly deviant 
combination of unbridl-
ed eroticism and sheer 
talent have helped to 
skyrocket him to 
~ · soul/pop/rock fame. His • · when we talk about 
-last three studio ~ '\. Prince is his back up. In 
. /., albums: Dirty Mind, ~ the film his two female 
~ ~ •• · Controversy, and 1999 ~ . · band members Lisa Col-
: -~· have all been very sue- lol...-. eman and Wendy (just 
( 't~ cessful. '.'f'T'.. Wendy) play minor but 
It's · this anti-hero of Mr:'J understanding roles. 
-~ _ the 80's that keeps us -~~ Evidently lovers, the 
. ... 1 tuned into the other- ~ ~ two had written a piece Ii I wise dull Purple Rain. ;-; "t. they wanted the Kid 
~ -He's brutal, miso- ,~~ (Prince) to perform. Be-~ gyn_istic, an~ somewhat~ ing a chauva~istic pi~ 
~ sc_h1zophren_1c but we -~ ~ ?e re~uses. Ultimately 1t 
~ still cheer him on. Let's . /~ 1s their number he does 
~-r _ not fo~get the stunning ~ : r that earns him the love 
~ · /: soundtrack! That is ~• <~-and respect that he has ~ ~ naturally - the ~ltimate · • : l?st previously in . the _ 
A~ hold that the film ex- · ~ film. Wendy especially 
~ ~ erts; not even poor 
1
. · -: -~ adds to the film as the ~ editing and· irrevernce ~ degene~ate with a potty 
. i( can · stop · 4,_. mouth and a heart of 
r •• -· "When Doves Cry" and r.,~ . · gold. ~ "Take Me _with U" from \~ Short on story and big 
'\_' seizing the audiences ' -. , on music, Purple Rain 
;,~: senses. Fortunately, not ,, leaves Prince fans . 
• _ all of the fantastic· :. numb with dazzling 
.. music is wasted on · ·· · ~ concert scenes, film 
~ : sloppy-splice segments. ~ fans . with sore butts 
~,-i "Let's Go Crazy" and ~• (from sitting and ;~~ ;..,_ "Darling Nikki" are film- '~-~ wondering whether or 
~, ed in electrifying con- ,. not they put the cat out), 
1~• ~ cert -sequences-one of - and those in between 
'"--:~ the films strongest , with a. pleasantly seduc-
,·1 ,_ points. . / ed ear and a mediocre 
• Now everyone knows ,~- movie that's 50% great 
( that Prince is the star . •.· " ' fun and 50% celluloid 
and yes, he does take I _.,, enm.ii. It's nice to see 
commnad. Still there l (> soul (funk) music com- · 
:~ :~:t;r:~;:;:~:.
1
;~ .:1: r::1;E:!~~::~ir~ ~ personal favorite in the . ,i, . musician" fables. Sup-
~ movie was Morris Day, ... ·--i posedly Prince has sign-
r.:11 lead singer for the '-~ t ed to do another five 
-~., Time. Had Prince been _-. < films-with a little bit if 
crossed with Rodney • ~ work with an acting 
. ~ d Daugerfield ... Morris , coach and some goo 
,:, i. Day would have come :;j,; writers, perhaps Roger 
:,.~/ ~ up. His constant left- ~"4 N ~Ison ca~ go from 
.. ... " ~ field humor and excess ~• Prmce to Kmg. 
j_ · • libido made otherwise · · 
"old hat" scenes brim 1 
jwith laughter. Just : -r shortly after Prince's d ' . ,._/ 1 J father sh~t hims~!f, Da,y .. . 
~r f asks lovmgly_- Hows . . 
>~(-\ 'the family?" ;:::;.-- -~ 
~
. ~- · Day also enjoys the \_a ~,L ~If¥ ~ ¢ _.. most entertaining con- ,-~-~ r,r \ 
:. . ,cert footage of the film, , 
r 
:. tian ultra-funky number .. 
~~.:. .Jcalled "The Bird". As ,. ,. ~ 
-~ . ' h ,~ 
: / · ,:the protagomst s arc - • , _. ! 
~ ., enemy, he adds some ~ ~ 
~
very essential comic \ ._. · 
' relief. u~ 
~•-· So often overlooked -~ 
'.'Year-Round Swimwear!" 
lilvAn's 
Fine Lingerie • Foundations 
Swimwear • Loungewear 
218 Park Avenue N. 
Winter Park, FL 32789 
Telephone: 629-1705 
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A· Conversation with three of 
America's top olympians 
by Jay Werba and Gar:Y 
What do you do in as a reali~tic cs- Yeah, but all good SS• What's your school• Waterman ss-
your spare time?-· perspective is things come to an Ing situtation? 
In the 1984 Summer PV• Donna and I really upheld. I think that end. Anyway the TT- I've finished high 
Olymlcs, the USA reach• like movies. We saw is the only problem - whole experience school and I'd like 
ed a pinnacle of success. "Ghost Busters" with the money · has been tremen• to go to col~ 
Shortly after the games and liked that. We situation. dous and I've built a lege ... but I don't 
ended, the athletes rush• also thought the ss- I heard one of the lot of friendships know when or 
ed out on a mini-tour of "Karate Kid" was announcers sayintJ - · along the way. Of where. 
US cities. And while in very well done. something about course I'm sad It's ss- How about the '88 
Orlando, The Sandspur Other than movies I gymnasts doing over, but I honestly Olympics? 
had the opportunity to try to avoid too -things with their don't regret a thin.-. TT• (Giggles) I don't 
speak with three of the much TV but I do bodies that are SS• So do you have any . know about that. 
teams top athletes. like to listen to Joe · physically Im• plans for the next Maybe ... I'm not 
Jackson and Billy p~obable. Could you Olympics? sure prhat I want to 
Peter Vidmar• Peter Vld• Joel. And we eat out elaborate on this? CS• Definitely! (Laughs) do. 
mar is the 24 year old quite a bit because PV~ I guess there are I want to swim ss- Tell me ab 
captain of the Men's l!!~ really don't have certain laws of through college. 
Gymnastic team. He WQD 
~-~ . 
physics that human I know y_ou pro• ·,,;. · t~~e to cook SS• 
Gold Medals In both t '~- ng. beings have to obey, bably get asked a TT• 
team competition nkthe but In a sense, gym- lot of questions 
the side horse. H mly nasts have to about your swlmm-
won the Silver elf as a stretch the limits. It Ing so I'd like to ask 
the All•-Around takes a lot of work something about 
· and actually it's yourself. Like what 
5 5 .. safer than It looks kind of music are 
and besides, I love you Into? 
It. cs- Umm ... Billy 
Idol ... I just went 
Carrie Stelnselfer • Car• to his concert . . . it 
rle is a 16 year old was rad! 
PV- member of the Women's ss-. It looks like y.ou 
Swim Team. She won even have a Billy 
guess I Gold Medals In the I 00 ' - Idol hairstyle? 
gymnls Meter Freestyle and the cs- (Laughs) It's a 
15 or I 4:xl 00 Meter Freestyle mess. _~ . I just got 
ss- I heard Relay. out of the shower. I -
marrle ss- You've won two like it though. 
year now. gold medals, but to ss- How do you bat 
marrlag do so, you've had to your swimmi 
out with your make a lot of with yours 
sive training acrlflces. This life? 
schedule? It seemed like ·t take a great 
PV- Donna (Peter's wife) emotional level Inner 
and I started dating - particulary high in ould you 
while we were both LA. ·Do you think 
on the omnastlcs this was a unique 
team. We're both Olymics? 
accustomed to the PV- Yeah ... I think 
tralnlnc. It's work• that's right bat I 
ed oat great. don't really think cee 
ss- Did you ever know the athletes have the 
you'd be the best in changed. The public . best I 
the world? perception Is really possibly Talavera PV-- Not really ... it's 
_ shaped by the been tough. •Tracee's .in 18 year old 
always been a big media. Olympic ss- At what stage of . member of the Sliver 
dream but big Athletes have your career did you Medal winning Women's and t dreams seldom always had a high feel you could Gymnastics Team. worry ·abo~t it. become a reality. I emotional and dedicate yourself to ss- I understand some ss- One more question. Just trained and motivational level. achieving this goal? of the athletes are Where do you see prepared myself to ss- How do you feel cs- I didn't realize It concerned about ell• yourself, say ten be the best I could about the big bucks until like 1983. periecing a let years down the be, but I really In sperts these ss- Really! That's not 
didn't anticipate the days? too long ago. 
down, How do you road? What 
feel? becomes of an results would be so py .. I got my degree In cs- (Giggles) No, maybe 
good. TT- Well we've been Olymlcs Champion'? Economics so I 1982. running around so ss- Have you thoucht understand TT- Hard to say ... I'd ss- Well now that much since this 
about what you're something about you've spent so tour started that I 
sort of like to get 
coins to do ne•t7 I supply and demand. much time and haven't had a 
into TV and Broad-
bet we'll see your And if an athlete worked so hard to chance to have a let 
casting but I'm not 
face on TV. can demand a cer- sure. I'll think achelve this coal, do down. Who knows PV- (Smiles) That would tain amount then you anticipate a let• how I 'II handle it about it later but in be nice. that's fine as long down? 
. later.. ~ 
the mean time I'm 
6£. ••••• ••••• •·•• havlag hn.• 
Cultural events south of the border 
New York, Boston and Washington, are not the only places 
that can boast of stimulating art events these days. Recently, . 
Orlandos' soil has provided for, the planting of enterprising 
businesses and homes which in turn have brought in 
sophisticated culturally aware people. These are the people 
who are demanding a greater variety of cultural events in the 
Winter Park and Orlando Area. As Rollins students, we have 
the advantage of being able to enjoy our own Art events as 
well as happenings in the local area. Winter Park, for in-
stance, has several galleries in walking distance from 
Rollins: 
The Hartley Gallery (202 Park 4-ve.) 
This is a modern little gallery on, Park Ave. which contains 
some Salazar, Picasso pieces, Erte Sculptur~s and others. It 
is open Tuesday-Friday 10:~ a~d 10-3 on Saturdays. 
Welcome 
Class of 1988 
We Offer . 
Cash For Quality 
· RECORDS, 
CASSETTES 
& 
POSTERS. 
Best prices o'n ~verything from 
current to collectibles~ 
LP's ·• EP's • 45's 
Picfure & Colored Vinyl Disks 
Reggae 
Rare Beatles Posters 
T-Shirts 
Diamond Needles. 
Guitar Strings 
Drumsticks 
Blank Cassettes 
On Fairbanks across the street from 
Rollins and Mr. Grocer 
629-1113 
The Norse Gallery of Art (Welborne Ave. in Winter Park) 
"The Glory of Art Nouveau" is showing here which is late 
19th and 20th century European Art. It is open Tuesday-
Saturday l-4 pm. 
The Cornell Fin~ Arts Center (on Rollins Campus) 
This month Cornell is featuring the exhibit "A Face in the 
Mirror" 
An exc.iting collection of self-revealing portraits of Florida 
. Artinian from Palm Beach. These portraits are done in a 
wide variety of media including: collages, oils, sketches, 
needlepoint, pen and ink and other materials. The exhibit is 
worth seeing; just drop in after class some day before it ends 
on October 7th! 
The Winter Park Autumn Art Festival (Rollins Campus-
Library Lawn) . 
October 6-7. This Festival celebrates the works of artists 
throughout the state. 
If Galleries are not what you have in mind when there is time 
to get cultural; there is always a foreign film or two: 
The 21st Century Theater Lounge (near Fashion Square-7~ 
Bennet St.) 
"Aguire-The Wrath of God" is showing in German with 
English Sub-titles, Septembe1115-17.- "Entre Nous: Sept. 22-24-
is .showing in French with English sub-titles, and-also ''The 
King of Hearts" in French Sept. 29-30. 
An event not to miss is the OKTOBERFEST STREET 
PARTY September 21-23 .at Church Street Station in Orlan- · 
do; ENRICH YOUR, TASf E BUDS ·with lucious . German 
·Beer and enjoy the entertainment for only $5! 
\ , 
HELP WANTED 
Gelati Per Tutti 
l·talian Ice Cream Fo·r .All 
is now hiring full and part-time employees. 
PAID TRAINING! 
Located in ·the Colony Garden Shoppes 
· 329 -Park Ave. S. in front 
(across the street from Park Books) 
Please Apply· in Person 
Every Thursday 
Ladies' Nite 
Free Champagne 8:30-11:30 
Beer Specials 
Entertainment: 
MAX DAGGER 
September 20-21-22 
THE END 
September 27-28-29 
326 ]:> ark Ave! S. 
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Coach Al Simonds takes charge of the 
Men's_ Golf Team 
By David Greenberg 
The Rollins Athletic Department recently announced that Al 
Simonds will take over as head coach of the Men's Golf team, filling 
the gap left by Scherry Allison wh(? moved on to Texas Christian: 
University. Last year, Simonds traveled with the team when conflicts 
made it impossible for Allison to accompany the Tars, as she was· 
coach of both the men's and women's team. 
In fact, Simonds is no stranger to golf at all. The retired Master , 
Sergeant of the U.S. Air Force, he has been heavily involved in the 
sport since his youth, as a player, starter, tournament director, pro 
shop, and golf course manager. During his years in the service, 
Simonds played on some of the world's most famous courses, in- , 
eluding St. Andrews in Scotland, and the Royal Waterloo in Belgium:. 
He was the captain of the 2nd Weather Wing Golf team and was 
manager of the U.S. Air Force Headquarters Golf Course in 
Wiesbaden, Germany. 
"I'm looking forward to the challenge," says Simonds. "I look at it 
as a two-phase job. One is to up-date the golf program to get top high 
school golfers to come to Rollins." 
"The other is to get more involvement from the community· and 
from the Blue and Gold Club (formerly called the Tar Booster Club.) 
We've got twenty-two freshmen trying out for the Meifs Golf team, 
and they appear to be good, so this should be a strong yepr for men's 
golf." · \ / 
At this point, Simonds points to the wall by his desk, to✓all of the 
plaques bearing the names of p~ st,1.wart performers. ·"We've had 
some great golfers here," he says, "But I'd like to make (the program) 
even better. There's a lot of support for Rollins golf, and my job is to 
make the support more meaningful through the community and the 
Alumni Association. We hope to play on a variety of courses within 
the area (instead of just at Big Cypress) so as to sharpen up their 
game. They're used to (Big Cypre,s). It's not that much of a challenge 
anymore." 
One of Simonds' goals for the fall place first in the annual Florida 
Intercollegiate Tournament in Sebring, Florida. Last ye~r the Tars 
became the first Division II team in the tournament's thirty-eight year 
history to win. 
The Roll.ins College women's volleyball team began the 1984-85 . 
season on the road Sept. 14-15 at the College of Charleston lnvita- · 
tional Tournament in Charleston, South Carolina. The team will rely 
on the experience and ability of several key returning players as well 
as some highly touted recruits as they go for the Sunshine State Con-
ference Championship. 
Head coach Peg Jarnigan is very enthusiastic about the coming 
season for the Blue and <;;old Lady Tars. "Our depth and ability this 
year are incredable," she said. "We have seven seniors who will pro-
vide tremendous experience for us." 
Among those returning from last year's 29-19 squad are three 
players who earned All-State or All-Conference honors in .the 
1983-84 season. Debbie Knorowski, a senior from St. Petersburg, was 
named to the All-State first team and All-Conference second team. 
Lisa Spaudling, a senior from Winter Park, was named to the All-
Conference first team. Tanya Coll.ins, a junior from Winter Park, was 
named to the All-Conference second team. 
Four new players will add further depth to this year's team. They 
are Kathy Barma, a Lake Howell standout, Dana Gebhart, a Lake 
Brantley AU-Star, Valencia starter Debbie Sokolowski, and Nancy 
Parker, and All-Star MVP from Albuquerque, New Mexico. 
Coach Jarnigan was quick to point out that she could play several 
different lineups that would be equally effective. "Our returning 
players and the new recruits blend together beautifully," she said. 
"This is the most experienced, most competitive group we've.had in 
some time. I think we are the best contenders for the Sunshine State 
Conference Championship. This is the year, and we are the team to 
beat. We're heading straight for the Conference cham.pionship!" 
The team returns home for the first time on Sept. 19, when they will 
face the University of South Florida. The game begins at 7:00 p.m. 
The Roll.ins Men's Soccer Team, after finishing with a 8-7-2 record 
last season, face another challengeing schedule. They will contend 
with the respective 1981 and 1982 NCAA champions University of 
Tampa and Florida International University, as well as Brigham 
Young University and Brooklyn College. 
Injuries have hurt ~is year's team, with Sophomores Paul Vernon 
and Jim MvEvoy sidelined for the entire season. First-year head 
coach Hugh Beasley will rely heavily on returning lettermen, in-
cluding John Ford, Dag Person, Joe Raymond, Mike Garvanian, and 
Paul Butler. Si.I newcomers will add further depth to the team, in-
cluding Parade Magazine High School All-American Richard Gar-
cia, and Keith Buchley, an inside strilcer from England·. 
Admission to Rollins soccer games will be $3.00 for adults, $2.00 
for children, $1.50 for senior citizens, and free to people with Rollins 
I.D 
~. Athletic Depart~ent hires 
new coaches 
Rollins College Athletic Director has announced the appointment 
of three new coaches to join the successful line of mentors in main-
taining quality athletics at Rollins. Julia J. Gamer will head the 
Women's Golf team, Cynthia A. Branum will be the Women's Cross 
Country · coach, and Hugh F. Beasley will take charge of the Men's 
Soccer team. 
Beasley, a 29-year-o~d graduate of the Unjversi_,ty of Georg~a, was 
formerly the Soccer Director at the Northside 'Y.M.C.A. ~ Atlanta 
supervising approximately 1500 youth and 100 t,ams. Prioi to that he 
served as assistant coach at Georgia State durin(J ·the 1981-2-seasons. 
His team was ranked eighth in the Sou.th 41 NCAA Division I. 
He began his career in 1968, playing for four yeaz:s at Durid Hills 
High School in DeKalb County, Georgia. Later on, Beasley made the 
varsity _squad at Oxford College of Emory University and then at 
Emory ~ Atlanta. 
In addition, -Beasley's coaching experience includes work at the 
Duke University Soccer Camp, the Mike Balsom Soccer Camp in 
Dahlonega, Georgia, and the Rollins College Soccer Camp. 
He holds a - B.S. degree in Education with a major in Physical 
Education ~d Health, and a Master in Education from Georgia State 
University. Beasley is only th~ third coach in the history of the Rollins 
soccer program, succeeding Howell and last year's Coach Mark 
Dillon, who now coaches at the University of San Francisco. · 
"His backgroun4, degrees, status and his soccer experience will 
continue the great soccer traditi~n at Rollins," says Howell. "He will 
be very valuable· to the admissionlf role because of his background · 
and knowledge with prospective student athletes in the Southeast 
United ·states, especially in the deep South. 
Bran~ ClU~e}ltly teaches English and Speech at Bishop Moore 
High ·school, wh~re her duties also include serving as head women's 
. track coach -and ~ssistant cross-country coach. In fact, 1983 saw her 
. f:ross-country team finish third in the state, while the women's track 
team wo~ the conference and .district championships. 
As a collegiate runner, Cynthia was a three-time N.A.I.A; All-
American while at Emporia State University. She trained under Bill 
Tidwell, w~o held many American as well as world records. She 
graduated fropi Emporia State in 1983 with a B.S. degree, majoring 
iil English~and Art. She succeeds Boyd Coffie who will now concen-
trate all his duties as the head baseball coach. "Her background and 
career are evidence that she will be a success here at Rollins," says 
Howell. "Its marks the first time the women have had a separate 
coach. There will be an opporunity to· give them special coaching 
they deserve. (Bill Tidwell) told me that she trained so gard, so she 
will teach the way _she-played." 
Julia Gardner, a resident of Altamonte Springs, ·should prove to be 
a fine addition to the golfing program. She is a .recent graduate of th.e 
University of Alabama where she majored in Jouralism and 
Marketing. As a player, her experience includess three years on the 
women's varsi~y golf team at the University of Alabama where she was 
co-captain her senior year. 
Her recent tournament accomplishments ~elude winning a state ti-
tle at-the 1984 Women's Tennessee Amateur Golf Championship and 
the Women's Chattanooga Amateur Golf Championship. She brings 
to us a lot of youthful vitality," says Howell. "The game of golf in tm:s 
country for women is growing in quantum le~ps, and she will make an 
excellent teacher. She knows the techniques of golf. We think our 
program will prosper under her leadership." 
CLEAN UP YOUR ACT! 
Swifty Sixty Coin Laundry 
311 N. New York Avenue 
(next to 7-11 and across the street from W.P. PostOffice) 
Weekly Pick-up and Delivery! 
Open 8 a.m.-10 p.m./7 days a week! 
20% OFF For Rollin§ Through Sept.! 
Please call for further info: 645-2406 
Volleyball has the perfect touch 
Last year marked one of the most successful season's in Rollins 
Volleyball history. The Lady Tars fininshed with a 29-19 x:ecord and a 
third place seat in the Sunshine State Conference tournament by 
defeating Florida Southern College. As the record· now stands, the 
Rollins College volleyball team is credited with three victories in ex-
hibition qames. 
First, the Lady Tars rolled passed both Div. I Stetson Universi_!}r 
and Merreinec College of St. Louis Missouri. Then, in a most im-
pressive and accomplished victory, the Lady Tars defeated, Universi-
ty of Central Florida (now a Division I team.) 
Having never before defeated th& Lady Knights of U.C.F., the 
Lady Tars contributed their success to high motivation, talent, and 
experience. The Tars started this season with ~mething they've lack-
ed in the past and that is 100% total confidence and optimism. They 
are also showing great excitment, the intent to win, and the deter-
mination to go all the way. While giving it their best shot, they plan 
to c·apture the Sunshine State Conference title and to qualify for 
nationals. Through their performance in the exhibition games the 
Lady tars have shown that their goals ar~ n_ot inconceivable_. -
The Rollins team consists of 14 players. The nucleus of the . 
team is -considered to .be the nine returning players, seven (7) 
of which are seniors, the other juniors. Although they lead 
the freshmen "it is so hard to pin point players because . 
·the depth of ability is so remarkable" says Coach Peggy · 
Jarnigan. Jarnigan in her 14th vear, adds: "We have more 
depth thai any other te~ I've ever co~ched: ·Any player at 
any given time can enter a game and the level of per-
formance is maintained. There's no doubt that they 
are good and they're going to get even bett~r along the w~y .· 
And as they head towa.rds their season opener the Lady Tars 
lash for great performances from All-Conferenoe and 
All-State playe~s Lisa Spalding, Debby Knorowski, · and 
Tanya Collins. These girls are arising· to meet new challenges 
in skill and in leade;rship. Also contributing at this level of 
competition will ·be seniors Polly Beardsle~ and Lynne Wick .· 
and Junior Colleen Nazy. Polly and Lynne have already shown 
exceptional performance in the U.C.F. and Stetson matc!).38. 
Assisting these veterans will be new .comers Nancy Parker, 
Kathy Barma, Debbie Stolowski, and Dane,. Gebhart. ~ey an· 
· portray a lot of hustle ~d,determination. ~i~-~ei~ _important ·. 
qualities they will s&e a lot of playing time. 
"Collins shows her power" 
So, with projecijons of having another great 
season and the best ever in the History of Rollins College, . 
- the Lady Tars will began ~th this philosophy: ~very game must . 
be played one at a time, and you .can't play o~ wjn ball games on 
a record. You have to treat each game as though ies the first one 
and that your record of wins and losses began· with each game. 
Looking into the future, the combination of continual 
improvement, continuous learning, and continued hard work 
will make victory and success inevitable. 
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Cross Country is off and running 
By Susan Williams 
Cross Country Season started September 15th with a match against 
the University of Jacksonville. (Early press fime did not allow for the 
outcome.) 
The· season opened with many changes occuring not only in the 
coaching staff but also in the loss of runners. Coach Boyd Coffie, the · 
women's coach has been replaced by Cindy Brunum. Presently, 
Cindy is a teacher at Bishop Moore High School. Last year she was 
assistant track and cross country coach at Bishop Moore. The track 
team won conference and district honors and the cross country team 
got ·third at State. An experienced runner herself, Cindy ran track · 
· and cross country throughout her college year at Emporia State 
University. She was an All-American for three years in the National 
Athletic Intercollegiate Association. Returning coaches are Donnie 
Cook, head of the men's team and Tom Ward, assistant coach. This is 
Donnie's third year coaching the men's cross country team and he is 
hoping for a win at Sunshil;,.e State .Conference. The last two years the 
men's team has come in second. The women's team came in first at 
Sunshine State Conference last year. 
At the present the men's team. is struggling with injuries but they 
. still hope to have a good year. Meanwhile, the women's team lost two 
top runner's, Carol Schultze and Joanie Andrews, via graduation; but 
with hard training and good.team wdork this year's women's team can 
repeat as Sunshine State champions. 
Soccer coach, Beasley, optimistic despite 
tough schedule 
Erica Staffeld 
Fantasize for a moment that you are the new head soccer coach at a 
school whose soccer team is consistently one ol the best in the country 
in Division Two. Okay, Coach, how would you like to start off your in-
augural season? With a string of home games against relatively easy 
-teams, right? Unfortunately for Hugh Beasley, Rollins' new Varsity 
Coach, this fantasy schedule does not exist. In fact, before the month 
of Septembet even ends, the Tars will have faced the three ~eams 
which have held the title of Div. Two NCAA Nat1. champions for the 
past three years. Two of those three games are on enemy turf. 
The men open their 1984 season on Sept. 15 against Seattle Pacific 
Unive. on the Sand.spur Bowl. Seatlle Pacific is the defending cham-
p.ion for the 2nd Division, and is currently the number one ranked 
team in the country. While this is the first game for the Tars, it will be 
the sixth for Seattle Pacific. Rollins will play the Univ. of Tampa, the 
1981-82 Divi. Two NCAA Nat1 champs in Tampa on Sept. 25. The 
· Spartans lost to Seatlle Pacific in last years National Championships, 
1-0. Then, on Sept. 29, the Tars travel to Florida International Univ. 
to take on the Sunblazers. F.I.U. won the Div. Two title in 1982-83. 
According to Coach Beasley, the early season is crucial: "The early 
· season will tell the story. Our first six games will really be tough. 
Those games should indicate how we stand for post-season play." 
Despite the tough schedule, Bealiley is optimistic about the season. 
"We should have a winning season," he says, "We have a strong 
defense and midfield, and we should score some goals. Everybody 
worked hard during preseason, and they are all committed. We've 
got a good bench, but injuries in key positions could hurt us." 
There have already been injuries in key positions: both Jim 
McAvoy and Paul Vernon have injured their knees. McAvoy's injury 
occured last year - he tore ligaments and cartilage and is out for the 
season. Vernon also tore ligaments in his knee; however, the tear was 
not complete and Vernon is on the road to recovery. The decision as 
to whether or not he will play this year will be made later in 
September. 
Returning players include co-captains Michael Garvanian and 
Joey Raymond. Garvanian is a Senior from New Mexico. Originally a 
midfielder, Garvanian will be playing this year at right fullback. Ray-
mond is in his first year of the MBA program at Rollins. This will be 
his fourth year as the starting goalkeeper for the Tars. "Joey is a good 
leader and organizer," says Beasley, "he is a fearless goallie. 
Although he is coming off of knee surgery, he has shown no signs of 
weakness. Mike is also a good leader. He is the hardest wo.rker on the 
team, and he trams harder than anybody else.'' Paul Butler, a Senior 
from West Midlands, England, will be starting at sweeper. Beasley 
will be counting on him to anchor the defense. Kenny Marshall, Dag 
Person, and John Ford will also be key returning players. Keith 
Buckley and Oyvind Klausen should be starting as freshmen. Buckley 
is an inside forward from London, while Klausen hails from Norway• 
He is a midfielder, but is capable of playing anywhere. 
The first six games, then, should be very important for the Tars. If 
they can do well in these games, then perhaps Coach Beasley can 
have a fantasy season without having a fantasy schedule. 
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